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CHAPTER I. 1 NTRODUCTI ON 
Statement of the Problem 
Wildlife is dependent upon adequate environmental resources (habitat) 
for existence. loss of, or changes in habitat, are the prime causes of . 
wildlife decline. Site planners, by making land use and design decisions 
about the outdoor environment, necessarily impact wildlife habitat. The 
decisions they make can destroy, modify, or enhance the extent and quality 
of wildlife habitat. Whether intentional or not, planners are practicing 
wildlife management, often with little or no knowledge of the full effect 
their actions may have upon the dynamics of wildlife populations (Brush 
1976). In many landscape planning projects, wildlife is neglected or 
given only superficial attention (Thompson 1977, Seater 1976, Geis 1976). 
Preserving and enhancing wildlife habitat is a goal most site 
planners would espouse. The methods for accomplishing this, however, are 
not well understood. Few procedures for incorporating wildlife in the 
site planning process have been developed, and attempts by planners to 
utilize the expertise of wildlife biologists are hampered by the lack of 
common ground between the two professions. As a result, opportunities for 
benefiting wildlife are often lost. 
Recently, there has been some effort by landscape architects, 
especially those employed by federal agencies (such as the Forest Service 
and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service), to develop techniques for 
wildlife planning (Fuhriman and Parkin 1981). Ian McHarg (1969) is noted 
for his ecological approach to landscape design. Others (Rodiek 1978, 
1982; Rodiek and DelGiudice 1983; Vilkitis 19788; Dorney 1979; Gross and 
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Harston 1982) have also furthered research in wildlife planning. In 
general, however, site planners lack understanding about wildlife and the 
methods necessary for incorporating it into the planning process. 
In all types of site planning and design projects, analysis of the 
project site is one of the first steps in planning. Site analysis 
includes study of a site's physical, cultural, and aesthetic conditions to 
determine design and development potential. The purpose is to gain as 
much information as possible about the site and the various factors 
influencing it. so that intelligent decisions may be made during 
subsequent planning and design stages. Wfldlife, being more dffficult 
to analyze than other physical site factors (such as soils or vegetation), 
is often inadequately addressed in site analysis. This has the effect of 
weighting decisions in favor of those resources which are easiest to 
inventory and about which detailed analysis can most easily be made. If 
wildlife is to be adequately considered in the subsequent design phases, 
it must first be properly considered at the site analysis stage. 
Purpose of lhl s Study 
The purpose of this study is to provide the site planner with a 
method for inventorying and analyzing existing site conditions for 
wildlife. Included are procedures for wildlife data gathering and 
interpretation. 
An additional purpose of this paper is to provide the site planner 
with a summary of the important prinCiples of wildlife ecology and 
management which have relevance to landscape design. Although it is 
impossible to review thoroughly all aspects of these subjects here, an 
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introduction is provided so that persons without extensive wildlife 
bac~ground can understand and use the proposed analysis process. 
This paper is directed toward planners who are involved in making 
decisions about use of the land. This includes landscape architects. land 
use planners. urban or regional planners, architects, engineers, land 
developers, public officials, or anyone faced with environmental 
considerations in land planning and management. The term "site planner" 
or "planner" is used throughout this paper to refer to all types of land 
planners. 
Although this paper is not written specifically for wildlife, 
scientists, they may find it useful in understanding and meeting the/ 
concerns and problems faced by planners. 
Scope and U.ttat Ions 
This wildlife analysis approach is primarily intended to provide 
general information for assessing wildlife habitat conditions and 
quality. The purpose is to increase site planners' awareness of wildlife 
when they are conducting site analyses. It is not intended to be an 
in-depth scientific research methodology for wildlife analysis. 
This proposed approach is primarily applicable to small scale site 
design, rather than to large scale regional planning. It is especially 
appropriate to projects in ur.banizing areas where 1 imited natural 
resources need critical assessment. The approach is also applicable to 
already developed areas where improvements in wildlife conditions are 
desired. Typical projects where the approach may be applied include: 
cOfmlunity or state parks or recreation areas, city open space systems, 
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golf courses, planned communities, residential sites, commercial or 
business sites, industrial sites, and school or campus sites. It may not 
be applicable to a project (such as a wildlife preserve) where more 
detailed sc'entific study's needed. It does not replace the need for 
site planners to consult with wildlife professionals for expert advice on 
important planning decisions. This proposed approach will, however, enable 
the planner to make some initial assessments about a site's value for 
wi ldl ife. 
This study focuses on the major Iowa wildlife habitat types and is 
limited to wildlife species which occur within the state. 
No new wildlife research data were generated for this study. The 
study relies upon existing wildlife information reported In the scientific 
literature, and is limited by the amount of time available to access this 
information. An attempt has been made to examine significant sources of 
information and draw conclusions based upon this information, Further 
advances in research, of course, may necessitate alterations and 
refinement of this proposed method. 
I~e of This Study 
Site planners are responsible for determining in large part how, 
where, and to what extent, existing wildlife habitat will be altered or 
enhanced In the course of developing new areas or in redeveloping existing 
sites (Leedy et al. 1978). The site planner is responsible for providing 
site data as input to design decisions. The proposed method will help 
generate information about a site's value for wildlife and make it easier 
~o incorporate wildlife into decision making. By using the evaluation 
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process, planners will have a rational basis for making design decisions 
about wildlife. This will aid in communicating decisions to all others 
involved in the planning. 
Providing information about wildlife as part of this study should 
reduce many of the problems often faced in trying to analyze a site's 
potential for wildlife. Generally speaking, few site planners have a 
strong background in ecology, and most have minimal knowledge of wildlife 
habitat requirements. As a critic of planners points out, "there is very 
little biological input in the development process because most of the 
actual site planning for new communities, new towns, and redevelopment 
projects is carried out by land planners, architects, and landscape 
architects, who are ignorant of ecological principles." ••• "Even more 
alarming is the landscape architect's penchant for creating huge 
ornamental landscapes which are almost always planted with materials that 
offer little cover or food for wildlife (Seater 1976:10). 
This necessary knowledge about wildlife is not something site 
planners can easily acquire. Much of the literature produced by 
wildlife scientists is not readily understood by planners or directly 
applicable to landscape planning needs. Further, most site planners do not 
have the time and opportunity to digest the extensive amount of scientific 
literature available. Therefore, in this study pertinent wildlife 
information from a number of scientific sources is distilled into a single 
source, aimed at being easily read and understood by the non-scientist. 
6 
Organ i zat i on or Th i 5 Paper 
This paper is divided into five main sections. The first offers an 
overview of wildlife habitat and management principles. Important 
terminology is defined and concepts are discussed to provide a common 
vocabulary and basis of understanding for subsequent sections. In the 
second section. Iowa's major wildlife habitat types are described and 
their associated wildlife discussed. Knowledge of the different habitat 
types is necessary for implementfng the proposed analysis process. The 
third section reviews sources of wildlife information and possible 
approaches which may be used for analysis. The specific information 
needs of the site planner are discussed. In the fourth section. the 
proposed wildlife analysis method is described. The final section offers a 
conclusion about this method and its application. 
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CHAPTER II. WILDLIFE HABITAT AND HANAGEHENT PRINCIPLES 
The purpose of this section is to summarize basic information about 
wildlife and its management that will be helpful to site planners as 
background knowledge for implementing the proposed habitat analysis 
process. Important terminology and commonly recognized concepts are 
presented. For practical reasons this discussion is limited, but is 
intended to provide planners with a basis for further research and a 
vocabulary for communicating with wildlife professionals. This 
information is based upon a review of wildlife literature, primarily 
Leopold (1933), Odum (1971), Giles (1978), Thomas (1979), Smith (1980), 
Dassmann (1981), and Robinson and Bolen (1984). 
Wildlife and Its Habitat 
The term "wildlife" may refer to all living things that are outside 
the direct control of man, therefore including all non-cultivated plants 
and non-domesticated animals. In coomon usage, however, "wildlife" most 
often refers to vertebrate animal species, particularly birds and mammals 
(Robinson and Bolen 1984). Fish are usually not included under the 
wildlife category, as the title of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
indicates. The main emphasis of this paper is on terrestrial vertebrates. 
Iowa's terrestrial vertebrates are composed of four groups: 
amphibians, reptiles, birds. and mammals. Currently. 362 bird species are 
known to have occurred in Iowa in modern times. with 276 species 
considered as occurring nearly every year (Dinsmore et al. 1984). Today 
Iowa is known to·have 23 amphibian (18 frogs and toads. and 5 salamanders), 
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53 reptile (14 turtles. 6 lizards. and 33 snakes) (Christiansen 1981). and 
57 resident mammal species (Howe et ale 1984). A complete listing of 
Iowa's terrestrial vertebrates is included in Appendices A through C. 
Wildlife "habitat" is defined as a type of area having environmental 
conditions that meet the biological needs of one or more individuals of a 
species (Thomas 1979. Dassmann 1981). Habitat is generally understood to 
mean simply the place in nature where an organism lives, or the place 
where one would go to find it (Odum 1971. Smith 1980). Within each 
habitat. an animal is adapted to a "habitat niche" or a specific 
arrangement of habitat elements, where it can make a living. 
Species differ considerably in their habitat needs. Some can thrive 
in a variety of habitats, while others are limited to very specific 
habitats. Whether or not an area is suitable habitat for a particular 
animal species is a function of many environmental variables including: 
the availability of food, water. nest sites. and shelter; climatic 
conditions. slope. soils, and insolation; type and structure of 
vegetation; competition from other species; extent of human disturbance; 
and many others. Actual habitat use. in turn, is determined not only by 
habitat suitability. but by many other factors, including season, weather, 
tradItIon, IndIvidual preferences of animals, population density, and 
colonizing ability (Thompson 1977:23). 
A key to understanding the relationship between wildlife and its 
habitat is the concept of the ecosystem. An "ecosystem" is the 
combination of all the living organisms within an area along with the 
non-living elements (soil, water, energy, etc.) necessary for the organism 
to live. The ecosystem is a functioning unit involving energy transfer and 
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recycling of various materials (water, chemical elements, etc.). 
Components of an ecosystem include nutrients (organic and inorganic 
substances), producers (green plants and bacteria), consumers (animals), 
decomposers (bacteria and fungi), and energy from.the sun. Figure 1 
illustrates the essential ecosystem components and their relationships. 
Any change in ecosystem structure or composition can affect the 
number and type of wildlife species present and their use of the habitat. 
Changes may favor some wildlife species while adversely affecting others. 
Past human disruption of natural ecosystems is responsible for the decline 
and even extinction of many species of wildlife. Thus, it is important to 
consider. wildlife in the larger context as a vital part of an interacting 
natural system. 
The living portion of an ecosystem that occurs in a particular area 
under certain environmental influences 15 referred to as a "coomunity". 
Species "richness" refers to the number of different species present in 
an ar.ea.· "Diversity" in a community refers to a combination of richness 
(number of species) and abundance (numbers of individuals of various 
species). The relative constancy In the size of populations is defined 
as "stability". The relationship between these terms and others which 
will be described in following sections is illustrated in Figure 2. 
Habitat Con1x>nents 
All animals have basic requirements that must be satisfied for them 
to survive in a particular habitat. These requirements vary, but may be 
grouped in broad categories of food, cover, water, and space to live and 
reproduce. These components are described so that the evaluator may be 
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Figure 2. Relationship between ecological concepts and terms used in 
wildlife biology (Adapted from Thomas 1979:14) 
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able to recognize what to look for when analyzing a site's habitat. 
Vertebrates have complex nutritional needs. Food provides the 
necessary energy and nutrients for an animal to live, grow, and reproduce. 
An animal's habitat provides food in the form of either vegetation or 
other animals. Some animals eat a great variety of food items, while 
others are specialists eating only a few types of food. No animal uses 
all types of food, and only rarely does any wildlife species rely on only 
one type of plant or animal for food (Gutierrez et al. 1979). 
Many scientific research studies have been conducted to determine 
food preferences of specific wildlife species, especially game species. 
However, knowledge is still sparse or incomplete for many species. For 
the site planner wishing detailed information on a particular animal 
species, consulting with a wildlife biologist is recommended. Since 
biologists are more familiar with the appropriate literature, they will be 
able to assist in finding the most relevant sources of information. 
Based upon research stUdies, Hartin et al. (1951) have documented the 
plant food preferences of wildlife (primarily mammals and birds). 
Although this publication is not recent, it is the only comprehensive 
review of the subject presently available. Since it is cross-referenced 
by plants and animals, it is useful to the site planner wishing to assess 
the wildlife value of certain plant species. Another useful publication, 
(Davison 1967) contains information on food preferences of bird species 
for Eastern North America. It is also cross-referenced by plant species, 
and includes additional information on nesting habits and water needs of 
13 
and water needs of more than 400 species of birds. 
Food sources All animals rely directly or indirectly upon plants 
for their existence. Of the plant groups important to wildlife. the seed 
plants are by far the most valuable. This group includes trees. shrubs, 
vines, herbaceous plants, grasses, aquatic plants, and cultivated crops. 
Fruits, seeds, leaves. twigs. bark, stems, and roots all furnish food to 
different kinds of animals. The following information regarding different 
types of wildlife food is compiled primarily from Hartin et al. (1951). 
Fleshy fruits are rich in carbohydrates and vitamins and are an 
especially important food source. These fruits come mainly from woody 
plants and usually become available to wildlife in summer and fall. Some 
berries, such as snowberry and grape, are also available for winter food. 
The rose family provides a large proportion of the more important wild 
fleshy fruits, Including: blackberry, strawberry, raspberry, cherry, 
rose, serviceberry, hawthorn, apple and mountain ash. These, and other 
plants such as holly, blueberry, and sassafras are valuable to many kinds 
of birds and mammals, including raccoon, deer, bear, fox, squirrel, skunk 
and opossum. 
Nuts, the dry, hard fruits of woody plants, are rich in fats and 
proteins and are important fall and winter food source for many wildlife 
species. Other dry fruits from woody plants, such as maple and elm 
samaras, as well as seeds of pines, are often classed with nuts under the 
term "mast". Various types of mast may be the primary high-energy foods 
available to wildlife during winter. Acorns, because of their large 
contribution to the total wildlife food base and their wide use by a 
variety of wildlife, are considered the most valuable. At least 38 
14 
wildlife species eat acorns (Decker et al. 1983). Hickory nuts, 
hazelnuts, black walnuts, and butternuts, because of their especially 
thick, hard shells, are important only to squirrels and their relatives. 
Seeds constitute a major food source for many birds and small 
mammals, and even make up the entire diet of some species. Seeds are 
usually available to wildlife in summer and fall, but some may persist to 
winter. Seeds from weedy species, because they are produced so 
abundantly, are more valuable than many fruits of our more appreciated 
flowering plants. Among those most important to wildlife are: pigweed, 
ragweed, crabgrass, goosefoot, smartweed, knotweed, and dock. Cereal 
grains (wheat, corn, barley, and oats) are also attractive to small 
mammals and gallinaceous birds. 
Green vegetation comprises a major part of the diet of most browsing 
and grazing mammals, some rodents, and a few birds. Almost any kind of 
foliage is taken by hoofed browsers, like deer, elk, or moose. Aerial 
parts of grasses and small herbaceous plants are also eaten by grazing 
wildlife species (antelope and bison). Clover leaves are a favorite food 
of several animals, especially rabbits. Leaves, stems, tubers, and seeds 
of aquatic plants are eaten by waterfowl, muskrats, beaver, moose and 
.sometimes by deer. Inner bark and wood is important for a few mammals, 
such as beaver, porcupine, rabbits, and some mice, and is used by browsers 
when preferred food is unavailable. 
Many animals (carnivores and omnivores) depend partially or entirely 
upon other animals for their food. As illustrated in Figure 3, many 
primary consumer animals form the diet of secondary consumer animals 
higher up on the food chain. 
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Figure 3. Simplified food web showing the interdependence among 
various animals and the transfer of energy through the 
system (After Benson 1977:3) 
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Animals such as rabbits, squirrels, mice, and small birds are consumed by 
larger flesh-ea~ing animals, such as coyotes and hawks, contributing to 
energy flow in the ecosystem. Insects are also a vital food source for 
many birds and several amphibians, reptiles, and mammals. 
Food availability The use of a habitat by wildlife is dependent 
upon the availability of food supply. Food availability is limited by 
the ranges and habitats of plants, and by seasonal factors. In northern 
regions, such as Iowa, seasonal variations often limit which wildlife 
will be able to inhabit an area. Many must either migrate to better food 
supplies or hibernate in winter months. For those species which are 
less mobile or do not hibernate. it is important that year-round food 
supplies are available to insure against starvation. especially in 
winter. 
Cover 
Cover denotes all the forms of environmental protection which help 
an animal stay alive. Cover usually is thought of as consisting of 
plants. but may also Include rocks. snow, water. soil, or a hole in the 
ground or in a dead tree. 
Cover serves a variety of functions for wildlife, and most species 
use cover of some kind·. It is she 1 ter from a 11 forms of weather, 
especially from the cold·and wind in winter and from maximum heat in 
summer. Shelter may be provided by the arrangement of vegetation or by 
the ground itself. as in a den or valley. Cover also affords protection 
from predators. by providing concealment or impenetrability. Often this 
is in the form of a dense tangle of vegetation into which animals may 
17 
escape without being easily followed. Providing a place for animals to 
roost, to rest at night where they are less vulnerable to predators, is 
another function of cover. Cover may also be important for providing 
protection (from weather and predators) for an animal's nest site. 
Cover needs vary between wildlife species and according to daily and 
seasonal activities. Suitable cover for a small mammal or bird may be of 
little value to a larger species. The proximity of cover while wildlife 
is feeding is especially important, since the animal's attention is not 
concentrated solely upon safety. Nesting cover is especially important in 
spring and summer when many animals produce young. When evaluating cover, 
it is important to remember that it has annual cycles. Suitable summer 
shelter may be of no value in autumn and winter, and young vegetation may 
lose its cover value upon maturity. 
Water 
All wildlife needs water, but requirements vary greatly among 
species. Some obtain drinking water from creeks, streams, or ponds, while 
others obtain sufficient water from the vegetation they eat or from the 
bodies of their prey. For a species which requires drinking water, its 
habitat must include a permanent water supply, or the species must be able 
to travel to water during the dry season. Permanent water supply is not 
as vital to highly mobile animals, such as birds, which are able to travel 
long distances in search of water. The distribution of lakes, ponds, 
streams, and marshes limits the populations of aquatic and semi-aquatic 
wildlife species which are dependent upon water or areas adjacent to it. 
Iowa's amphibians also depend on water for reproduction purposes. 
18 
In any habitat. animals need adequate space to carryon life 
functions. The area within which an animal normally travels to secure its 
needs is called its "home range". A home range for one species may be 
very different in size from that of another species. A rabbit. for 
example may live its entire life in a 1 1/4 acre (1/2 hal area. while a 
wolf may travel over an area of 25 sq. miles (64 sq. km.) (Benson 
1977:10). An animal's "territory" is an area inside a home range. which 
the animal defends against intruders of its own species or other species. 
This territory is where an animal spends most of its time and often raises 
its young. 
Inadequate space for wildlife populations can lead to declines in 
health and reproductive success of the species. Social organization of 
animal communities can also determine the amount of space required for a 
species to survive. Canada geese. for example. can tolerate many of their 
own kind. but wolves tolerate only a few other wolves. 
Nest sites Sites for nesting are an essential part of wildlife 
habitat. These may take any number of forms. depending upon the 
particular species' needs. Some animals build their own nests. usually of 
vegetative materials. or excavate them in trees. or in the ground. Other 
species use existing vegetation or topography for nest sites. Birds. for 
example. may build nests in tree branches or shrubs; some nest in grasses 
or herbaceous material, and some in tree cavities. Several small mammals. 
such as weasels· and ground squirrels. burrow underground for nests; and 
some. such as raccoons. seek den sites in old hollow trees. 
Snags (standing dead or partly dead trees from which the leaves and. 
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most of the limbs have fallen) are significant in providing nest sites. 
They also provide cover and other habitat requirements for a number of 
species. Snags provided nest sites and shelter for 39 bird and 23 mammal 
species in the Northwest (Thomas 1979). In the Northeast and north 
central states, at least 33 species of birds excavate nesting holes, use 
cavities resulting from decay, or use existing holes in snags, and at 
least 17 species of mammals also use tree cavities (Decker et al. 1983). 
The value of snags decrease as they degrade from "hard" (most limbs still 
on) to "soft" (only the main lower trunk remaining upright). 
Among the 800 bird species found in the U.S., approximately 85 are 
cavity nesters (Niemi and Pfannmuller 1979:175). According to Thomas 
(1979), the lack of suitable nest sites is the usual "limiting factor" 
(that condition whose absence limits an organism's existence) for cavity 
nesting birds. 
Logs and other woody debris, such as stumps, root wads, bark, and 
piles of limbs also provide nesting sites. Some reptiles, birds, and 
mammals reproduce alongside, under, or within logs. Hollow logs are used 
as denning sites for animals such as weasels, skunks, and raccoons. 
Factors of Habitat Quality 
The suitability of a particular habitat to support wildlife is 
dependent not only upon the availability of the basic life requirements 
(food, cover, water, and space), but also upon other qualitative habitat 
factors. 'These habitat quality factors have to do with the structural 
composition and spatial arrangement of habitat components. These factors 
determine how valuable a particular habitat will be for wildlife, by' 
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by determining the quantity and quality of wildlife the habitat will 
support. 
Juxtapos it i on of Habitat Conponents 
The proximity of different components in the habitat will influence 
how that habitat is used. Good juxtaposition between food, cover, and 
water is desirable for animals to minimize energy losses and exposure to 
predators. Food adjacent to cover, and nesting cover adjacent to brood 
feeding areas tend to support larger numbers of wildlife (Giles 1978:156). 
Some animals may not make use of a particular food or water source if good 
escape cover is not available for nearby. Less mobile species are 
particularly vulnerable if habitat components are not in close proximity. 
Figure 4 illustrates a habitat with good juxtaposition of components. 
Habitat Access 
If animals do not have convenient and safe access to a unit of 
habitat, it may go unused, even though it is high quality habitat. Travel 
"corridors," linear strips of vegetation or cover which connect separated 
habitat units, are important to most wildlife. These corridors provide 
cover needed to protect wildlife as they move about. Traveling a~ross 
open ground is a threat to many species, and some only venture out of 
protective cover when absolutely necessary. 
In urban-suburban areas, where much fragmentation of habitat is 
occurring, travel corridors are especially significant. Some cities have 
linked together natural areas, such as parks and preserves, by maintaining 
linear corridors of vegetation ("greenbelts"). Often these corridors are 
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WATER 
Figure 4. An example of good Juxtaposition of habitat components, 
where food, water and cover are In close proximity 
(Adapted from Rlchberger and Howard 1980, and Gutierrez 
et al. 1979) 
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are located adjacent to watercourses. Streamside travel corridors are 
especially significant to wildlife since they can provide all life 
requirements in close proximity. 
Other examples of corridors are road, rail, or utility right-of-
ways, which can provide good travel and nest sites for many species. 
Shelterbelts and hedgerows are also often excellent travel lanes between 
woodlands. 
Edge Effect 
An "edge" (Figure 5) is the place where different plant communities, 
successional stages, or vegetative conditions come together (Thomas 1979). 
8ecause of the complex associations of land use, this boundary is usually 
not a clear-cut line, but rather a transition zone, or "ecotone," where 
plant and animal communities grade into one another (Giles 1978:135). 
Edge zones frequently support larger and more varied wildlife populations 
than the adjoining plant communities or succes~ional stages. This 
characteristic is known as "edge effect." Aldo Leopold was the first to 
state that "game [wildlife] is a phenomenon of edges" (Leopold 1933:131). 
He noted that animals seek the edges because (1) they have simultaneous 
access to more than one environmental type, and (2) they have access to a 
greater richness of desirable border vegetation (Giles 1978:136). In 
well-developed edges there is often a mixing of the wildlife species 
common to each adjacent area as well as other species which may be unique 
to the ecotone itself (Figure 6). 
Leopold's work and subsequent studies have shown that two concepts 
or "laws" appear to govern the relationships between wildlife and edges: 
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Figure 6. The effect of edges on wildlife species richness 
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the laws of dispersion and interspersion. Dispersion is the pattern of 
distribution of individuals in an animal population. where the potential 
density of wildlife species requiring two or more types of habitat is 
proportional to the peripheries of those types (Thomas 1979). This 
simply means that populations of wildlife adapted to particular edges and 
their ecotones increase as edges of the appropriate kind increase (Decker 
et al. 1983:16). 
Interspersion is the intermixing of plant species and plant 
communities that provide habitat for animals within a defined area (Thomas 
1979:48). An area has good interspersion if the habitat types are well 
distributed throughout the site and not clumped in one area (Figure 7). 
The law of interspersion states that the number of resident species 
requiring two or more types of habitat depends on the degree of 
interspersion of numerous blocks of such types (Thomas 1979). 
The principles of dispersion and interspersion demonstrat~ that more 
edge of a particular type will produce more individuals of wildlife 
species associated with that edge. Edge effect can also be magnified by 
increasing the interspersion and interdigitation of the types of habitat 
creating those edges. Thus. the amount of edge and how it is arranged 
are important in analyzing habitats for wildlife. 
The impact of edges as wildlife habitat is dependent upon the amount 
of edge habitat and the degree of habitat richness of the edge (Thomas 
1979). The amount of edge habitat available is a function of edge length. 
Width. and configuration (straight or curving). A wider. longer edge 
yields more habitat than a short, narrow one. Hore research is needed to 
determine the most desirable widths for different animal species. 
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The more striplike the edge, the greater will be its effect for wildlife, 
since edge increases as an area is elongated from a circle to a narrow 
rectangle (Giles 1978). A circular area has 11~ less edge than a square 
area of the same size. 
The degree of habitat richness may determine the the number of 
wildlife species resident within an area. It is influenced by the number 
and size of the habitat blocks coming together at the edge, and by the 
type of each habitat. The size of the habitat blocks, In particular, 
determines the number of wildlife species that can be supported (Galli et 
ala 1976). The larger the blocks of habitat, the more species will be 
available to use their edges, also. However, wildlife diversity may 
decrease where habitat blocks become larger than required to maximize the 
number of species present (Thomas 1979:53). Fewer, more narrowly adapted, 
wildlife species reside in large habitat blocks. 
Habitat richness is also associated with the degree of contrast in 
vegetative structure along the edge. High contrast edges are formed 
between widely different adjacent communities, such as grassland and 
mature forest. Low contrast edges are formed between closely related 
successional stages, such as shrubs and saplings. The greater the 
contrast, the more likely the adjoining habitats are to be very different 
in structure and in the wildlife species they support. This tends to 
increase species richness of the ecotone (Thomas 1979). 
Wildlife managers have often advocated creating forest openings to 
increase wildlife species richness by providing a maximum of edge 
habitats (Robbins 1984). These openings allow more sunlight to penetrate 
to the forest f 1 oo"r, prov i ding greater product i vi ty among plants and 
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insects and thus greater use by wildlife (especially game species). 
Recent research (Robbins 1978; Galli et al. 1976), however, indicates 
that fragmented forests negatively affect certain species. Although bird 
populations in the interior of extensive forests are relatively low in 
total numbers, several migrant species, such as warblers, vireos, 
thrushes, and flycatchers, are dependent upon large, unbroken forest 
tracts during their breeding season. 
Successional Stages and Vegetation Structure 
"Ecological succession," or ecosystem development, is a theoretical 
depiction of an orderly process of community development that involves 
changes in species, structure, and community processes with time. This 
process results from modification of the physical environment by the 
community, and supposedly culminates in a stabilized or "climax" 
ecosystem (Odum 1971). 
A typical scheme of plant community succession that may occur in a 
deciduous forest in Iowa is illustrated in Figure 8. This shows 
"secondary" or "old field" succession in an upland forest. "Secondary" 
succession, the most common type of succession, occurs on land that has 
been previously vegetated but has been cleared for some reason. "Primary" 
succession occurs on land that has not been previously vegetated. As the 
figure illustrates, the trend proceeds from a bare field initially 
colonized by low annuals through perennial grassland and shrub stages up 
to a deciduous forest which is ultimately replaced by shade tolerant 
species. Also illustrated in Figure 8 are some of the wildlife species 
commonly associated with the various vegetative stages. 
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The various successional stages of plant communities create unique 
environmental conditions that are ecologically important as niches for 
wildlife species. In forest vegetation, for example, the maturing trees 
favor different wildlife groups through time. Loss of grasses and forbs 
decreases the opportunities for seed and plant eaters and species 
requiring dense growth. The development of shrubs and trees provides new 
niches for arboreal mammals and primarily insectivorous species of birds. 
In a newly mature forest, structural diversity is at its height and 
corresponding wildlife species diversity is high. Figure 9 illustrates 
various forest successional stages and related environmental conditions 
for forests in the northwestern United States (Thomas 1979). 
Habitat selection by wildlife, particularly birds, depends more on the 
general structure of the vegetation than on the type of plant species 
comprising the habitat (Anderson 1979; Balda 1975). Cardinals select 
areas of dense shrubs and vines (Anderson and Shugart 1974). Zimmerman, 
in 1971, found the total volume of herbaceous vegetation to be a primary 
factor in habitat selection by Oickcissels (cited in Verner 1975). 
White-breasted nuthatches are found in timbered areas with sparse 
understory, and the number of downy woodpeckers is correlated with the 
number of saplings (Anderson 1979). MacArthur and MacArthur (1961) and 
others have demonstrated a correlation. between bird species diversity and 
foliage height diversity and/or percent vegetation cover. Figure 10 
illustrates the wildlife use of various vegetative layers of a typical 
forest. 
Studies on birds have also shown that species diversity is lowest with 
very early .seral stages, is higher in later seral stages, and highest 
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at climax (Hamilton and Noble 1975). In northeastern Minnesota, there was 
a general pattern of increasing number of species from the grass-forb type 
to the mature deciduous upland (Niemi and Pfannmuller (979). Given that 
the early stages, grass-forb, are the least complex (essentially 
one-layered) and the mature deciduous upland the most complex 
(multi-layered), this increase in diversity generally reflects this 
complexity of the vegetation. 
Wildlife Kanagement 
To properly evaluate the quality of wildlife habitat, it is first 
necessary to clarify for what purpose the habitat is being evaluated. If 
for example, a project goal is to provide habitat that is equally 
beneficial to all wildlife species, a large block of contiguous timber 
may not rank as high as a more patchy distribution of vegetation with 
large areas of edge. If however, the goal is to manage'for unique 
species which can only be found in the interior of contiguous forests, 
then the same forest block would rank very high. It is, therefore, 
important to consider the various wildlife management alternatives in 
conjunction with evaluation of habitat. 
Habitat management is the primary approach to wildlife management, 
and the approach of most concern to site planners. Wildlife must have 
appropriate habitat conditions, including adequate food, cover, and water 
if it is to survive. The principle object of habitat management is to 
satisfy these requirements for the desired species. Although the term 
"management" implies human manipulation, it does not have to mean 
interference with the natural functioning of the environment. In some 
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cases, conserving a landscape or leaving it alone and allowing nature to 
take its course may be the best management. On some projects it may be 
desirable to design and manage the site to accommodate as many different 
wildlife species as possible, i.e. to manage for species richness. 
Managing for certain selected or "featured" species may be more 
appropriate on other sites. 
Kanaging for diversity 
The term "diversity" as used by wildlife biologists takes into 
account both the number of species present ("species richness") and the 
relative number of individuals in each represented species (Hamilton and 
Noble 1975). For my purposes, the mathematical definition is unimportant. 
Managing a site for diversity attracts many fairly common, 
ubiquitously distributed wildlife species. With this approach, there may 
not be large numbers of an individual species but there will be many 
different wildlife species present. Leopold (1933) and others have 
suggested ways to increase wildlife diversity by increasing edge and by 
interspersion of habitat types (discussed earlier in this section). 
Increased variety of plant community types, structure, and successional 
stages provide an increasing number of habitat niches which, in turn, 
support more animal species. Managing for diversity may be appropriate 
only when considered in relation to project goals and objectives. 
Although maximum diversity in a habitat assures the presence of many kinds 
of wildlife, it does not deal with the needs of species with narrowly 
defined needs or range of environmental parameters and may not always be 
an appropriate choice. For example, it is ifnpossible to maximize 
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diversity and at the same time maximize numbers of a particular species 
(Thomas 1979:59). Thus, when evaluating diversity as a measure of habitat 
condition, it must be considered in combination with needs of the affected 
species (Thomas 1979). 
Kanaging for featured species 
Under "featured species" management, a site is managed for particular 
selected species which are considered most important. This can be done 
by manipulating vegetation so the limiting factors of food, cover, and 
water are made less limiting for the species featured. Featured species 
management has been the most common type of management pursued by state 
and federal agencies (Thomas 1979). 
In land use planning, featured species management may be of primary 
concern in management goals. Animal species differ in their 
vulnerability to landscape change, and some may be impacted more than 
others by land use change. Secondly, some species may be regarded by 
society as more or less desirable or valuable than others, and need to be 
given special consideration in the planning process. 
Species which may be featured in planning goals (adapted from 
Thompson 1977) include the following: 
(1) Species of special status - those species listed on national or 
local Threatened or Endangered lists, or National Audubon Society's "Blue 
Li st." 
(2) Species which are severely restricted in distribution - those 
confined to a small geographical area, usually endemic (indigenous to a 
given locality) or relict (remnants of former, more widespread populations). 
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(3) Species which have relatively low reproductive potential - those 
populations of species which are slow to recover from heavy mortality, 
and may not be able to fully compensate with increased reproductive 
rates, especially if populations are small. 
(4) Species which have a high resource value - especially game species. 
(5) Species which have a high recreational value - both game and 
non-game animals with recreational value. 
(6) Species with high scientific value - usually relict and endemic 
populations of unique scientific interest. 
(7) Species which are site specific - species confined to specific, 
isolated sites during the breeding season (raptors, sage grouse, 
sharp-tailed grouse, and colonial water birds) or concentrated in 
relatively small areas during winter (elk, deer, moose, bats). 
(8) Species which have specific habitat requirements - species which 
require a very narrow range of environmental conditions, such as the 
pileated woodpecker, which nest~ only in extensive old-growth forests 
having snags with very specific characteristics. 
(9) Species adapted to urban environments - those species that can be 
easily supported in disturbed urban conditions that resemble natural 
nest sites (starlings, house sparrows, and rock doves). 
(10) Species with high aesthetic value - those species (like swans and 
eagles) of special interest because of their aesthetic appeal. 
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CHAPTER III. IOWA'S WILDLIFE HABITAT TYPES 
Vegetation. the dominant element in wildlife habitat. is used here to 
define Iowa's wildlife habitat types. The habitats are classified based 
upon their unique vegetative characteristics. especially as they relate to 
wildlife. For practical reasons. only Iowa's major habitat types (upland 
and bottomland forest. wetland. shrubland. grassland. cultivated. and 
urban) are used. Obviously. habitats are not so neatly compartmentalized 
in nature. and each habitat type may also include numerous microhabitats. 
For the purposes of this study. it is necessary to keep the classification 
as simple as possible. 
The following section describes the vegetative composition. 
structure. and typical associated plant species of each habitat type. so 
that the evaluator may be able to identify the types in the field. The 
value to wildlife of each habitat is discussed. Following each 
description is a list of associated wildlife species for Iowa. 
Unless otherwise noted. the forest vegetation data are drawn from 
research conducted by Hightshoe (1979). the wetland data from Weller 
(1981). Bishop (1981) and Bishop and VanderValk (1982). and grassland data 
from Smith and Christianson (1982). Information on wildlife species 
associated with habitat types is from Newhouse (1979). Bowles (1981). 
Christiansen (1981). Dinsmore (1981). and Howe et al. (1984). Data on 
urban wildlife habitat are based upon personal observations in Iowa and 
research from other areas (Noyes and Progulske 1974. Dagg 1981. and 
Loeffler 1982). 
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Upland Forest 
Upland forests include wooded areas which lie above the reach of 
standing water or floods. In most of Iowa, upper slopes, ridges, and 
hilltops are dominated by white oak and shagbark hickory, along with 
other associated species. On lower slopes, in more moist and protected 
areas, white oaks give way to red oak, sugar or black maple and American 
linden. In general, maples increase toward the north and east in Iowa. 
Understory trees in oak-hickory woods include American hophornbeam, 
serviceberry, chokecherry, and pagoda dogwood. 
Oak-hickory forests are characterized by the diversity and vigor of 
their shrub stata. Dense impenetrable thickets of gray dogwood, American 
filbert, indiancurrent coralberry, gooseberries, blackberries and 
raspberries are present. Herbaceous plants and vines are also scattered 
throughout the ground layer. 
The plant species available in an oak-hickory forest offer excellent 
food for wildlife, including abundant nuts, and a variety of fleshy 
fruits and seeds. Structural diversity is high offering a variety of 
habitat niches for many wildlife species. Cover and nest sites are 
plentiful. 
Wildlife species associated with upland forest are listed in Table 1. 
Bottomland Forest 
Floodplain forests are found on low lying land adjacent to streams or 
rivers. Subject to periodic flooding, these forests are quite different 
in composition from upland forests. Three general zones of floodplain 
vegetation are recognized, corresponding to elevation above the stream. 
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Table 1. Representative Iowa wildlife species associated with upland 
forest habitat 
Category 
Mammals 
Birds 
Amphibians 
Reptiles 
Conmon Name 
Eastern chipmunk 
Woodchuck 
Gray squirrel 
Fox squirrel 
White-footed mouse 
Striped skunk 
White-tailed deer 
Red-tailed hawk 
Wi ld turkey 
Northern bobwhite 
Yellow-billed cuckoo 
Eastern screech-owl 
Great horned owl 
Red-headed woodpecker 
Northern flicker 
Eastern wood pewee 
Blue jay 
American crow 
Black-capped chickadee 
House wren 
Eastern bluebird 
Red-eyed vireo 
Warbl ing vireo 
American redstart 
Scarlet tanager 
Northern cardinal 
Indigo bunting 
Rufous-sided towhee 
Chipping sparrow 
American Toad 
Timber rattlesnake 
Scientific Name 
Tamias striatus 
l'farmota monax 
Sciurus carolinenesis 
Sciurus niger 
Peromyscus leucopus 
l'fephitis mephitis 
Odocoileus virginianus 
Buteo jamaicensis 
l'feleagris gallopavo 
Colinus virginianus 
Coccyzus americanus 
otus asio 
Bubo virginianus 
l'felanerpes carolinus 
Colaptes auratus 
Contopus virens 
Cyanocitta cristata 
Corvus branchyrhynchos 
Parus atricapillus 
Troglodytes aedon 
Sialia sialis 
Vireo olivaceus 
Vireo gilvus 
Setophaga ruticilla 
Piranga olivacea 
Cardinalis cardinalis 
Passerina cyanea 
Pipilo erythrophthalmus 
Spizella passerina 
Buto americanus 
Crotalus viridis viridis 
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Along streamside sands and gravels, pioneer stands of willow, maple, and 
poplar predominate. Slightly higher wet alluvial flats support single 
species or mixed stands of oak, birch, and planetree. More mature 
hackberry, maple, elm, and ash, along with rich assemblages of associated 
species, occupy higher alluvial elevations. 
The floodplain ground layer is often covered with grasses, sedges, 
dense thickets of nettles, jewelweed, and vines such as riverbank grape, 
poison ivy, ~irginia creeper, greenbrier, moonseed. and bittersweet. 
Floodplain vegetation is often so dense with hanging vines and herbaceous 
plants that the forest takes on a jungle-like appearance. Tolerant shrubs 
found in the floodplain include: Indigobush amorpha, silky dogwood, 
American elder, and common buttonbush. Low densities of scattered 
understory trees include red mulberry, eastern wahoo, and eastern redbud. 
Along higher elevations where flooding is less frequent. a variety of 
spring wildflowers may be abundant. 
Floodplain forests form excellent habitat for wildlife, supplying 
all major habitat components in close proximity. Stauffer (197B) found 
that floodplain woodlands supported higher densities of breeding birds 
than upland woodland or herbaceous habitats. More kinds of birds were 
also found in this habitat in winter than in any other cover type in 
central Iowa (Newhouse 1979). Dead and downed woody material is often 
present in floodplain forest, and snags (usually victims of Dutch elm 
disease), which are vital to cavity nesters, are often common. Floodplain 
forests form protective migration corridors and are excellent as thermal 
refuges to protect wintering wildlife (Newhouse, 1979). Wildlife species 
associated with bottomland forests are listed in Table 2. 
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Table 2. Representative Iowa wildlife species associated with bottomland 
forest habitat 
Category 
Manrnals 
Birds 
Amphibians 
Repti 1 es 
COIlI1lOn Name 
Virginia opossum 
little brown bat 
Big brown bat 
Eastern chipmunk 
Fox squirrel 
Beaver 
White-footed mouse 
Mink 
Raccoon 
Striped skunk 
Great blue heron 
Green-backed heron 
Wood duck 
Barred owl 
Great horned owl 
Belted kingfisher 
Red-bellied woodpecker 
Downy woodpecker 
Great crested flycatcher 
Acadian flycatcher 
Tree swa 11 ow 
Blue jay 
Black-capped chickadee 
Tufted titmouse 
White-breasted nuthatch 
Brown creeper 
Amercan toad 
Rocky mountain toad 
Fowlers toad 
Gray treefrog 
Northern water snake 
Scientific Name 
Didelphis virgInIana 
l'fyotis lucifu'gus 
Eptesicus fuscus 
Tamias striatus 
Sciurus niger 
Castor canadensis 
Peromyscus leucopus 
l'fustela vison 
Procyon lotor 
l'fephitis mephitis 
Ardea herodias 
Butorides striatus 
Aix sponsa 
Strix varia 
Bubo virginianus 
l'fegaceryle alcyon 
l'felanerpes carolinus 
Picoides pubescens 
l'fyiarchus crinitus 
Empidonax virescens 
Iridoprocne bicolor 
Cyanocitta cristata 
Parus atricapillus 
Parus bicolor 
Sitta carolinensis 
Certhia familiaris 
Bufo americanus 
Bufo cognatus 
Bufo woodhousei fowleri 
Hyla versicolor 
Natrix sipedon 
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Wetland 
Wetlands in Iowa, low areas where water stands or flows continuously 
or periodically, are often referred to as sloughs, marshes, potholes, 
lakes, bogs, wet meadows, or seeps (Bishop and VanderValk (982). 
Characteristic vegetation of Iowa's wetlands includes five plant 
communities: (1) wet meadow - sedges and grasses; (2) emergent -
cattails, bulrushes, common reeds; (3) floating-leaved - water lilies; (4) 
free-floating - duckweeds, Wollfia; (5) submersed - pondweeds, coontails, 
bladderworts. Most Iowa wetlands are mosaics of the five communities, and 
the same species may be found in the various wetland types, except seepage 
wetlands. Seepage wetlands are usually a mixture of wet meadows and 
emergent communities and occasionally submersed vegetation. The normal 
vegetation pattern in lake and marsh type wetlands, moving from shore to 
deeper water, is wet meadow, emergent, floating-leaved, and submersed. 
Free-floating plants may be found anywhere, but most typically they are 
found as an understory in the emergent community. 
Lake/Pond 
Although Iowa has few large natural lakes, good examples of this 
wetland type may be found along the shores of Spirit Lake, Clear Lake, and 
many smaller lakes, especially in north-central and central Iowa. Along 
the Mississippi and Missouri Rivers, old river meanders have become 
landlocked lakes. In other areas, lakes and ponds have been created by 
impounding streams, the largest of which are Saylorville, Red Rock, 
Rathbun and Coralville reservoirs. 
Small bodies of water without large fish have many kinds of 
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frogs, toads, and salamanders. In larger lakes, these would be eaten by 
fish. Turt I es, however, are found in large. 1 akes as we II as ponds. 
Sheltered, pond-like bays of larger lakes may also support mammals such as 
muskrat and beaver. 
ttarsh 
Marshes occupy shallow basins with small watersheds and are subject 
to marked fluctuations in water level, depending upon seasonal and annual 
fluctuations in precipitation. Most of Iowa's natural marshes, or prairie 
potholes, as they are called, have been drained for agriculture. 
Due to seasonal and year-to-year fluctuations in water levels, 
marshes are subject to dramatic shifts in plant and animal communities. 
When water is abundant, vegetation is mainly submersed plants with a few 
emergents along the shore. When drought occurs, many seeds germinate and 
dense vegetation takes hold. Little wildlife is present at this stage. 
Muskrats then move in and use the vegetation for food and house building, 
opening up the water and improving conditions for other wildlife. A 
50-50 open-water-to-vegetation ratio ("hemi-marsh") is the most desired 
marsh stage for the widest variety of wildlife. When open water exceeds 
70~ of the wetland, the number of species and individuals of species 
drastically declines. It is the diversity of plant communities and 
structure (ta 1 I p I ants like phragm i tes or catta ii, shorter bu I rushes·, and 
burreed, down to arrowhead) that provide the variety of hornesites for 
most birds. 
Wildlife species commonly found in Iowa's wetland areas are listed in 
Table 3. 
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Table 3. Representative Iowa wildlife species associated with wetland 
habitat 
Category 
Manrnals 
Birds 
Amphibians 
Repti les 
Coornon Name 
Muskrat 
Mink 
Beaver 
Pied-billed grebe 
Great blue heron 
American bittern 
Canada goose 
Mallard 
Blue-winged teal 
Redhead 
Ruddy duck 
American coot 
Franklin's gull 
Ring-billed gull 
Black tern 
Red-winged blackbird 
Yellow-headed blackbird 
Swamp sparrow 
Gray treefrog 
Boreal chorus frog 
Bullfrog 
Northern leopard frog 
Eastern tiger salamander 
Snapping turtle 
Western painted turtle 
False map turtle 
Blanding's turtle 
Western spiny softshell 
Northern water snake 
Eastern garter snake 
Scientific Name 
Ondatra zibethicus 
lfustela vison 
Castor canadensis 
Podilymbus podiceps 
Ardea herodias 
Botaurus lentiginosus 
Branta canadensis 
Anas platyrhynchos 
Anas discors 
Aythya americana 
Oxyura jamaicensis 
Fulica americana 
Larus pipixcan 
Larus delawarensis 
Chlidonias niger 
Agelaius phoeniceus 
Xanthocephalus 
xanthocephalus 
lfelospiza georgiana 
Hyla versicolor 
Ps~udacris triseriata 
maculata 
Rana catesbeiana 
Rana pipiens 
Ambystoma tigrinum 
tigrinum 
lfacroclemys temmincki 
Chrysemys picta belli 
Graptemys 
pseudogeographica 
pseudogeographica 
Amydoidea blandingi 
Trionys spinifer hartwegi 
Natrix sipedon 
Thamnophis sirtalis 
sirtalis 
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Shrubtand 
In Iowa, the mixed shrub community forms a tension zone between the 
woodland communities and adjacent areas originally occupied by prairie. 
Typically these are pioneer shrub thickets which invade along the 
periphery of woods into the grassland, and vary in width from 15 to over 
100 feet. Tall shrubs and understory trees of light-demanding species 
quickly invade open disturbed areas where prolonged exposure, extreme 
daily temperature fluctuations. rapid changes in water supply. and lack 
of soil stability exist. These habitats include abandoned fields, 
transmission line corridors. roadsides, forest woods edge, fence rows, 
and abandoned quarry sites. 
Dominant vegetation in these shrub zones include American filbert 
gray dogwood, and smooth sumac. Other commonly occurring vegetation 
includes common pricklyash, American plum, hawthorn. prairie crabapple. 
mulberry, prairie rose, common chokecherry, nannyberry viburnum. and many 
others. Occasional tree emergents include common hackberry. black 
walnut. elm, common honeylocust, bur oak, eastern red cedar, green ash. 
and eastern poplar. 
In addition to naturally occurring shrub zones, many shrubs have been 
planted throughout the state for various reasons, such as for 
shelterbelts and windbreaks, erosion control, snow control, and landscape 
beautification. Osage orange, honeysuckle, pines, multiflora rose, autumn 
olive, and dogwood have often been planted. Whether natural or planted, 
these shrub areas provide habitat for numerous wildlife species. They 
provide food and shelter from winter winds, searing sun. and aerial 
predators. Wildlife also use shrub borders as avenues of travel and 
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escape. An abundant variety of songbird nests can also be found in 
shrubland. In Story County, Iowa, 38 bird species were recorded (during 
spring, summer, and fall) in fencerows containing scattered trees and 
shrubs, and 47 species used fencerows comprised of continuous trees and 
shrubs (Best and Hill 1983). 
Wildlife species commonly associated with the shrub areas are listed 
in Table 4. 
Table 4. Representative Iowa wildlife species associated with shrubland 
habitat 
Category Common Name Scientific Name 
Mammals Eastern cottontail Sylvilagus floridanus 
White-footed mouse Peromyscus leucopus 
Coyote Canis latrans 
White tailed deer Odocoileus virginianus 
Birds Northern bobwhite Colinus virginianus 
Black-billed cuckoo Coccyzus erythropthalmus 
Yellow-billed cuckoo Coccyzus americanus 
Ruby-throated hummingbird Archilochus colubris 
Northern flicker Colaptes auratus 
Eastern kingbird Tyrannus tyrannus 
American robin Turdus migrator ius 
Gray catbird Dumetella carolinensis 
Brown thrasher Toxostoma rufum 
Northern cardinal Cardinalis cardinalis 
Indigo bunting Passerina cyanea 
Rose-breasted grosbeak Pheucticus ludovicianus 
Rufous-sided towhee Pipilo erythrophthalmus 
Chipping sparrow Spizella passer ina 
Field sparrow Spizella pusilla 
Song sparrow Helospiza melodia 
Red-winged blackbird Agelaius phoeniceus 
Brown-headed cowbird Holothrus ater 
American goldfinch Carduelis tristis 
Rept i I es Western fox snake Elaphe vulpina vulpina 
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Grassland 
Grassland in Iowa includes prairies. pastures. roadside areas 
and-highway right-of-ways, parklands. old fields, and other remnant 
areas. The Iowa Conservation Commission also manages more than 33,000 
acres (13,500 ha) of grassland/hay areas for wildlife. Most of Iowa's 
original grassland area (about two-thirds of the state) is now under 
cultivation. 
Grassland vegetation ranges in composition and structural complexity 
from the most complex, multi-layered, native prairie to the monospecific, 
one-layered, mown areas. Iowa prairies have rich flora and offer 
excellent protective cover and nest sites for ground dwelling wildlife 
species. About 72 species of grasses are found on Iowa's prairies as 
well as numerous forbs, such as the daisy or sunflower family (with 
more than 50 species) and the pea or legume family (with 25 species). 
Prairie grasses include species such as big bluestem, little bluestem, 
switchgrass, side-oats grama and indiangrass. Other grasslands may be 
composed of weed species or are planted with hay, clover, or other pasture 
plants. 
Grassland plants produce abundant supplies of seeds that are food 
for wildlife, as well as excellent protective cover for small mammals and 
birds. Weed species are especially important seed producers. Wherever 
there are flowering plants, there are also insects. Insects are extremely 
important as food for many bird species and other wildlife, such as toads. 
Thus grasslands are important brood-rearing areas for insectivorous young 
quail, and pheasants. 
Mown grass areas offer little for wildlife. They are not good for 
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nest sites or cover and have low food value for most wildlife. 
Earthworms, insects, and some seeds and other plant parts are availble to 
birds and small mammals. Although crabgrass is considered a problem to 
most people with lawns, one plant alone produces about 90,000 seeds (Ress 
1956). 
Common wildlife species found in grassland are listed in Table 5. 
Cu 1 t j vated Land 
Cultivated land is by far the most abundant habitat type in Iowa; 
approximately 95~ of the state is in cropland. Its major importance to 
wildlife is as a source of food. Grain and forage fields, fruit orchards, 
and gardens are often used for food by wildlife. Corn is an attractive 
food to many species of birds and mammals, and especially useful if stubble 
is left in fields over the winter. Some Iowa croplands are managed (by the 
Iowa Conservation Commission) by leaving 20~ of the crop for wildlife food. 
Cropland is poor for nest sites and variable in its value as cover. 
Since much cropland is presently tilled in fall, it offers no value as 
cover to wildlife during the most severe months. 
Wildlife species commonly associated with cultivated land are listed 
in Table 6. 
Urban Land 
Urban landscape is difficult to classify into a wildlife habitat type 
because most urban lands have be~n so highly modified by human use that 
usually little of the original character of the natural vegetation remains. 
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Table 5. Representative Iowa wildlife species associated with grassland 
habitat 
Category 
Mammals 
Birds 
Repti 1 es 
COfMlOn Name 
Masked shrew 
Short-tailed shrew 
Eastern mole 
Eastern cottontail 
Franklin's ground squirrel 
I3-1ined ground squirrel 
Plains pocket gopher 
Western harvest mouse 
Deer mouse 
Prairie vole 
Meadow vole 
Meadow jumping mouse 
Coyote 
Badger 
Striped skunk 
American kestrel 
Ring-necked pheasant 
Ki lldeer 
Upland sandpiper 
-Purple martin 
Eastern bluebird 
Dickcisse1 
Savannah sparrow 
Vesper sparrow 
Grasshopper sparrow 
Red-winged blackbird 
Eastern meadowlark 
Western meadowlark 
Bobol ink 
American goldfinch 
Prairie racerunner 
Prairie ringneck snake 
Plains hognose snake 
Blue racer 
Bull snake 
Western fox snake 
Garter snake 
Scientific Name 
Sorex h01ji 
Blarina brevicauda 
Scalopus aquaticus 
S1jlvilagus floridanus 
Spermophilus franklinii 
S. tridecemlineatus 
Geom1js bursarius 
Reithrodontom1js megalotis 
Perom1jscus maniculatus 
Microtus ochrogaster 
M. penns1jlvanicus 
Zapus hudsonius 
Canis latrans 
Taxidea taxus 
Mephitis mephitis 
Falco sparverius 
Phasianus colchicus 
Charadrius vociferus 
Bartramia longicauda 
Progne subis 
Sialia sialis 
Spiza americana 
Passerculus sandwichensis 
Pooecetes gramineus 
Ammodramus savannarum 
Agelaius phoeniceus 
Sturnella magna 
Sturnella neglecta 
Dolichon1js or1jzivorus 
Carduelis tristis 
Cnemidophorus sexlineatus 
viridis 
Diadophis punctatus arn1ji 
Heterodon nasicus nasicus 
Coluber constrictor foxi 
Pituophis melanoleucus 
sa1ji 
Elaphe vulpina vulpina 
Thamnophis spp. 
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Table 6. Representative Iowa wildlife species associated with cultivated 
habitat 
Category Conmon Name Scientific Name 
Manmals Eastern cottontail Sylvilagus floridanus 
13-lined ground squirrel Spermophilus 
tridecemilineatus 
Fox squirrel Sciurus niger 
Plains pocket gopher Geomys bursarius 
House mouse nus musculus 
Raccoon Procyon lotor 
Striped skunk nephi tis mephitis 
Birds Canada goose Branta canadensis 
Gray partridge Perdix perdix 
Northern bobwhite Colinus virginianus 
Ki Ildeer Charadrius vociferus 
Rock dove Columba livia 
Great horned owl Bubo virginianus 
Eastern kingbird Tyrannus tyrannus 
Horned lark Eremophila alpestris 
Barn swa II ow Hirundo rustica 
American crow Corvus brachyryhnchos 
European starling sturnus vulgaris 
Conmon grackle Quiscalus quiscula 
Vesper sparrow Pooecetes gramineus 
Red-winged blackbird Agelaius phoeniceus 
House sparrow Passer domesticus 
Repti les Bullsnake Pituophis melanoleucus 
sayi . 
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Urban landscapes are actually composites of many different landscape types 
and are capable of supporting wildlife species to varying degrees. In 
general, typical urban landscapes may be classified into broad habitat 
categories based upon the composition and structure of vegetation and the 
nature of human disturbance. These habitats range from remnant natural 
ecosystems to highly developed business-industrial areas. 
Most urban areas have at least some (although often isolated) areas 
preserved as parks or preserves, which are relatively undisturbed, or 
left in a natural state. These areas can be considered similar in 
composition to the natural areas previously described (bottomland forest, 
upland forest, wetland, etc.). Wildlife species may differ somewhat due 
to surrounding land use, level of disturbance, and barriers to access to 
the habitat. 
Landscaped parkland may be considered as another type of urban 
habitat. These are areas, such as city parks, cemeteries, and other 
landscaped areas, which usually consist of two vegetative strata (mown 
grass and overstory trees) of native and exotic plants. Many city parks 
do not have many shrub plantings due to vandalism. This vegetative 
structure favors species which dwell in'high canopy trees, such as gray 
squirrels, and species which can feed on the ground, such as American 
robins. Other typical wildlife species associated with this type of 
habitat are chipping sparrow, house sparrow, and common grackle. 
Residential landscapes vary greatly in their ability to provide 
habitat, depending upon the type of plants used and their arrangement. 
In general, the older, more established residential areas have many more 
mature trees and a much better developed shrub layer, offering more 
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vegetative diversity. These landscapes can provide habitat for many song 
birds, some small mammals, and even reptil~s, especially if there are 
natural habitat areas and water sources nearby. Newer suburban 
residential areas, with very young trees, mown grass, and few shrubs, 
offer little habitat for wildlife. 
The most highly developed urban areas, the commercial and business 
districts, have minimal habitat available, due to the large areas in 
pavement, and little land devoted to landscape planting. Additionally, 
many factors are working against wildlife, including water and air 
pollution, heavy traffic, and concentrated human populations. Several bird' 
species, however, do nest and breed in these areas. Rock doves, 
nighthawks, starlings, chimney swifts, and house sparrows often are common 
in densely built areas, where numerous nest sites exist. 
Urban corridors, whether they are preserved open greenbelts, 
riverways, or utility or road rights-of-way, can be very valuable to 
wildlif~, especially if they provide links to other natural habitats. 
Wildlife species commonly associated with urban land are listed 
in Table 7. 
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Table 7. Representative Iowa wildlife species associated with urban 
habitat 
Category 
Manmals 
Birds 
Amphibians 
Repti les 
Conmon Name 
Opossum 
little brown bat 
Big brown bat 
13-lined ground squirrel 
Gray squirrel 
White-footed mouse 
House mouse 
Norway rat 
Raccoon 
American kestrel 
Rock dove 
Mourning dove 
Conmon nighthawk 
Chimney swift 
Purple martin 
Blue jay 
Black-capped chickadee 
House wren 
American robin 
European starling 
Conmon grackle 
House sparrow 
American toad 
Eastern plains garter snake 
Western plains garter snake 
Scientific Name 
Didelphis virglnlana 
nyotis lucifugus 
Eptesicus fuscus 
Spermophilus 
tridecemlineatus 
Sciurus carolinenesis 
Peromyscus leucopus 
nus musculus 
Rattus norvegicus 
Procyon lotor 
Falco sparverius 
Columba livia 
Zenaida macroura 
Chordeiles minor 
Chaetura pelagica 
Progne subis 
Cyanocitta cristata 
Parus atricapillus 
Troglodytes aedon 
Turdus migratorius 
sturnus vulgaris 
Quiscalus quiscula 
Passer domesticus 
Bufo americanus 
Thamnophis radix radix 
Thamnophis radix haydeni 
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CHAPTER IV. SITE ANALYSIS FOR WILDLIFE 
A beginning step in all landscape planning projects is analysis of 
the site to determine its suitability for proposed development or 
changes. This is usually carried out by gathering as much data as 
possible about the site's environmental conditions as well as its visual 
aspects, present uses, legal restrictions, and any other factors which 
may affect design decisions. Environmental analysis typically begins 
with preparation of a base map of the site, and a series of overlay 
maps, each depicting various site conditions. These maps are visually 
compared and ev~luated. 
Environmental conditions commonly studied in site analysis include 
climate, landform, geology, soil, hydrology, vegetation, and wildlife. 
All of these factors, except for wildlife, are relatively easy to 
inventory and map, and require few judgments about their existence or 
nature. For example, topographic and geologic information may be obtained 
from the U.S. Geological Survey; excellent soils data are available from 
the Soil Conservation Service; vegetation may be inventoried on site; and 
drainage patterns may be determined from topographic maps. Wildlife, 
however, is not so easily inventoried or mapped. Sources of wildlife 
information about a particular site are not readily available, and a visit 
to the project site may yield little information to one who is not trained 
in animal identification or in how to look for evidence of wildlife on the 
site. Given that wildlife is an ephemeral resource, information that is 
collected on site, such as a list of species seen, may be grossly 
incomplete, or of little value in subsequent analysis. 
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A method for gathering and analyzing wildlife information. that can 
easily be incorporated into the typical site analysis process used by 
site planners is needed. 
Requirements 
In the development of a method for wildlife analysis. the type of 
wildlife information needed must first be determined. Secondly, the 
method should meet several criteria so that it may easily be applied. 
Numerous methods have been developed by wildlife biologists for 
analyzing wildlife habitat. Many of these involve detailed field 
censuses of wildlife populations and habitat use. However, the site 
planner's need for wildlife information is often different from that 
needed by wildlife management biologists or other land managers. 
Biologists primarily manage existing natural areas for preferred, usually 
game, species. Most often the site is in public ownership, with wildlife 
management as one, if not the only, goal for use. In contrast, site 
planners need to deal with diverse, often very disturbed habitats, and 
need to consider both game and nongame species. Rather than only managing 
existing resources, planners also view a site with design potential, and 
must consider numerous other factors in addition to wildlife. Most 
projects site planners work on involve landscape change or development of 
some kind. Therefore, it is also necessary to have adequate information 
about a site's potential and constraints for development or human use. 
In the course of their work, site planners perform a variety of 
services for a client. Analyzing a site's potential and feasibility for 
development is an important part of these services. Some of the types of 
# 
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analyses which are required are listed below. The method developed for 
wildlife analysis should provide information which could be used in these 
types of studies: 
1. Site Impact Studies - for assessing new development alternatives and 
their impact upon wildlife. 
2. Site Suitability Studies - for determining which areas on a site 
should be preserved and which can be modified with least impact upon 
wildlife. 
3. Site Enhancement Studies - for determining what site factors are 
limiting to wildlife and where improvements can be made. 
4. Site Management Studies - for determining how to manage a site to 
preserve valuable habitat, and how to develop improved habitat conditions 
through various maintenance practices. 
Time alloted for a projec~'s completion is often of the essence in 
landscape architects' work. Therefore, it is needless to gather 
information that does not have direct bearing on the site decisions that 
need to be made. A particular project's goals will influence the 
specific kind of information required, but in general the following 
questions need to be answered in analyzing wildlife habitat: 
1) What kinds of wildlife habitat are available on the site? 
2) What wildlife species can be supported by available habitat? 
3) What is the relative value of different areas on the site for wildlife? 
4) What are the site's limiting factors for wildlife? 
5) What is the potential for developing habitat on the site? 
6) What kinds of wildlife are desired on the site? 
In addition to supplying answers to the above questions, a method of 
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wildlife analysis should meet the following criteria. It must be: 
1) easily incorporated into the typical site analysis process used by 
site planners; 
2) relatively easy to use, not too time consuming, or costly; 
3) able to be conducted by a site planner without an extensive wildlife 
background. 
Approaches and Sources of Information 
In determining an approach for site planners to use in wildlife 
analysis, it is first helpful to review existing procedures and sources of 
wildlife information and assess their applicability to planners' needs. 
These include: inventory methods, use of wildlife conSUltants, published 
wildlife literature, wildlife information data bases, and habitat 
evaluation procedures. 
Various methods for inventorying and analyzing wildlife have been 
developed by plant, range, forest, and wildlife ecologists. These 
include numerous techniques of censusing or sampling animal populations 
to study things such as abundance. diversity. productivity, or physical 
condition. The word "census" is defined as a count, which includes 
details as to sex. age, etc., of a given species for a given area 
(Schemnitz, 1980:222). Since such counts of wild animals are rarely 
possible, or even desirable because of the cost required, estimates 
usually are obtained by some sampling procedure. These samples, having 
variability, are estimates which permit inferences about the population 
as a whole. 
A problem in using sampling techniques alone as a basis for making 
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planning decisons is that the data gathered are valid only for one point 
in time and thus often may not reflect the true character of a site's 
wildlife populations. Wildlife populations are never static but 
constantly change in relation to such environmental factors as climate. 
disease. predation. season, food availability, human disturbance, etc. 
(Taggart 1974). 
Another problem with using sampling procedures is the amount of time 
and expertise necessary to collect adequate information. especially on 
larger sites. This method would take considerably longer than alloted to 
other resource analyses. such as soils. and would need to be conducted by 
a wildlife professional. possibly at considerable cost. 
Consulting with a wildlife professional is another means of finding 
out about a project site's wildlife. Someone with first-hand knowledge 
of the local wildlife is particularly valuable. especially when published 
information is not available. Hiring a wildlife conSUltant, however. 
necessitates that the site planner clearly define goals and objectives so· 
that useful information will result. Simply hiring a wildlife ecologist 
to walk the site and give an opinion on wildlife probably will not yield 
the quality of information needed to base decisions upon. 
In projects where wildlife has been considered in the planning 
process. consulting with biologists has been used with success (Dorney 
1979. McHarg 1969. Vilkitis 1978). This is probably the most common 
method now used. However. there are numerous small projects whose budget 
does not allow for hiring a consultant; if wildlife is to be considered 
at all, it must by analyzed by the site planner. On low budget projects. 
consulting time could also be greatly reduced if the initial analysis were 
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analysis were conducted by the planner. 
Researching available sources of published information is another 
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means of finding wildlife data. As discussed earlier. this method is very 
time consuming and often not applicable. In Iowa, there is no good, 
single source of information about the state's wildlife and its habitat. 
An excellent reference on Iowa birds (Dinsmore et al. 1984) is available 
which provides information on status, habitat, migration, and known 
distribution. A similar publication is available on Iowa's mammals 
(Bowles 1975). 
Something which will eventually become a very useful tool is the 
wildlife information data base. This is a computerized system of data 
about wildlife. Depending upon the system, information includes items 
such as species distribution, habitat relationships, life requirements, 
and management information. These systems have been developed by federal 
agencies at. the regional level and various states are implementing them. 
Appendix D shows a sample of the type of information included in 
state data bases. The federal system is developed for use by federal 
government on·ly, but the state systems are available for use by planners 
for a fee. Unfortunately Iowa is not one of the states with a system 
currently available. These systems could be very useful to the site 
planner to determine potential wildlife on a site or to determine how to 
develop suitable habitat for a particular species. Of particular use 
would be habitat information such as vegetation associations, food sources 
and habitat structure. Eventually these systems are to be developed for 
the entire country. Until then, one could access a system in a nearby 
state; Missouri and Illinois have systems available. 
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other data bases available include those developed by private 
organizations, such as The Nature Conservancy and the Laboratory of 
Ornithology at Cornell University. In Iowa, The Nature Conservancy has 
sponsored the development of the Iowa Natural Areas Inventory (now 
conducted by the Iowa Conservation Commission). This inventory was 
developed to document the occurrence of unique and rare areas in Iowa, 
including rare and endangered plants and animals. This information is not 
generally available for public use, but the staff could verify whether or 
not an endangered species has been recorded on a particular site or area. 
In reaction to the environmental movement of the late 1960s, and the 
need for improved methods of assessing the impact of land development 
upon wildlife, several habitat evaluation procedures have been developed. 
Two significant procedures in use are Habitat Evaluation Procedures (HEP) 
and Wildlife and Fish Habitat Relationships (WFHR). 
HEP (Flood et al. 1977, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 1980:1) "is a 
method which can be used to document the quality and quantity of 
available habitat for selected wildlife species. HEP provides 
information for two general types of wildlife habitat comparisons: 1) 
the relative value of different areas at the same point in time; and 2) 
the relative value of the same area at future points in time. 8y 
combining the two types of comparisons, the impact of proposed or 
anticipated land and water changes on wildlife habitat can be quantified." 
HEP uses a numerical rating scheme in which key habitat factors for a 
particular species under study are scored and rated (based upon known 
habitat requirements for the species), and the overall suitability of a 
habitat is estimated (Thomas 1982). Habitat deficiencies or limiting 
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factors can then be identified. 
This system is still being refined but appears to be very useful, 
especially on large scale planning efforts. However, its cost would be 
prohibitive for most small scale private land planning done by site 
planners. For example, a detailed water resource study, consisting of a 
manual application of HEP that considers 3 proposed actions, 20 evaluation 
species, 5 cover types, and a total area of 20,000 acres, would require 
approximately 10 to 110 work days to complete (U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service 1980). 
A different approach developed by researchers from the USDA Forest 
Service, the Bureau of Land Hanagement, and the Oregon Department of Fish 
and Wildlife uses habitat as the key to analysis. Habitats are 
classified or categorized and the wildlife associated with them are 
identified (Thomas 1982). This approach to systematic consideration of 
species/habitat information has become known in the USDA Forest Services 
as the Wildlife and Fish Habitat Relationships (WFHR) system. 
The WFHR system divides habitat considerations for terrestrial 
wildlife into three general parts: (1) the habitat (described by plant 
community and structural conditions) association of each species for 
feeding, reproduction, and resting: (2) the value of special habitat 
elements (such as snags, edges, dead and downed woody material, riparian 
zones, cliffs, caves, and talus) to associated species; and (3) 
development of more elaborate habitat capability models for selected or 
featured species (Thomas 1982:40). This system has successfully been 
demonstrated in the Blue Mountains of Oregon and Washington (Thomas 1979), 
but again is more applicable to large scale reagionaI planning and is 
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costly to execute. 
Summary 
As this discussion illustrates, there are a variety of sources of 
information about wildlife, as well as several developed methods for its 
analysis. The available sources of information satisfy most of the 
information needs of site planners. However, this information 
must be utilized in a systematic way to make it useful for analysis of a 
site. Presently, existing habitat evaluation systems are not directly 
applicable the typical types of projects site planners deal with. However, 
many insights may be gained from studying these well-developed systems. 
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CHAPTER V. PROPOSED WILDLIFE ANALYSIS METHOD 
This proposed wildlife analysis method is an attempt to integrate 
existing sources of information on wildlife (particularly Iowa's) into a 
systematic procedure that a site planner could easily apply in any site 
planning project. 
After reviewing the types of projects for which site planners need to 
conduct site analysis and the type of wildlife information which would be 
most useful to decision making (as discussed in Section IV) it was 
determined that two levels of analysis are necessary. The first is 
applicable to development projects where it is important to know quickly 
which land areas should be "red flagged" for preservation and which areas 
may be more suitable for development. To satisfy this need, the Site 
Suitability Analysis, a quick and easy process for getting a gross 
estimate of relative value to wildlife of different land areas was 
developed. 
A second level of analysis is required for projects where enhancement 
of the site for wildlife is the goal. Detailed study of the habitat 
components is necessary to determine what wildlife requirements are, or are 
not met, by existing conditions. The Site Enhancement Analysis was 
developed to serve this purpose. 
Site Suitability Analysis 
The purpose of this analysis is to identify areas which have the 
highest to lowest value for wildlife, so that planned development may occur 
in the most suitable (lowest value) locations. This analysis may also be 
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used to compare several sites to determine which site is most suitable for 
development. Each site under consideration should be evaluated and then 
the scores compared. This evaluation is to be used to indicate the 
relative quality of habitat for all wildlife in general; therefore, habitat 
diversity ranks highly. 
In this analysis procedure, habitats are classified according to gross 
characteristics into six types (woodland, wetland, shrubland, grassland, 
cultivated land, and urban land). Vegetation, being the prime indicator of 
habitat quality, is used as a basis for inventory. 
The values of habitats are based upon two factors: their existing 
condition and their importance value. EXisting habitat conditions are 
rated (from poor to excellent) on an evaluation form (Table 8). Importance 
values (Table 9) for each habitat were developed because it was necessary 
to account for the fact that all habitat types do not have the same 
relative values. Three factors (similar to those used in Illinois by 
Graber and Graber, 1976) are used to determine importance values of each 
habitat: (1) the "cost" of each habitat, or its replacement cost as 
measured in time; (2) the availability of each habitat, indicated by its 
total area within the state; and (3) the general value to wildlife, or 
complexity, of each habitat. Values for the replacement time are derived 
from Graber and Graber (1976). Habitat availability was assessed from Iowa 
Geological Survey data on land use in Iowa (Anderson 1976), and habitat 
value to wildlife was derived from Taggart (1974:84). 
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Procedure 
The steps involved in this evaluation procedure are described 
below. 
Step 1. Inventory and map habitat types. 
The first step is to determine the types of habitats which exist on the 
project site. Using a base map of the site, outline and label the areas of 
distinct types of vegetation, based upon the habitat type classifications 
described in Section III (forest, wetland, shrubland, grassland, cultivated 
land, and urban land). 
Step 2. Evaluate condition of each habitat type. 
After the habitat types have been determined, make a field inventory of 
the condition of each habitat. Study the overall character of the habitat 
and assess its value on the rating form (Table 8). Determine where the 
habitat ranks on a scale of 1 to 5 (poor, fair, moderate, good, excellent). 
Descriptions listed under each number will give clues for determining how a 
habitat should rank. Discussion of each habitat type, included in Section 
Ill, will provide additional information. Personal judgment, however, must 
be exercised here, due to the diversity of conditions which may exist in 
each habitat. 
Step 3. Determine the relative value of each habitat type. 
Multiply the value scores (recorded in step 2) times the habitat's 
importance value rating (listed for each habitat type in Table 9). Assign 
this total to each habitat area delineated on the map in step 1. This 
number gives the relative value of each of the site's habitat areas. Those 
areas with the lowest scores are the areas least likely to be negatively 
impacted by site development, or are the areas which are most in need of 
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Table 8. Evaluation form to be used in assessing conditions of habitat 
types 
WOODLAND INVENTORY 
Overstory - ___ points 
1 2 3 4 _______ 5 
Sparse Saplings, Intermediate 
even age age trees 
Understory 
-
___ points 
50-75 yr. 
old trees, 
few snags 
Mature, 
75+ yrs. 
canopy with 
snags 
1 2 3 4 ________ ,5 
Sparse or few trees Scattered mod. dense 
absent , or shrubs small shrubs, shrubs and 
sapl ings sapl ings 
Herbaceous - ___ points 
1 ____ ~~--.2-------~3,--------
Sparse or Fine grasses, Variety of 
4 
Grasses, 
absent sedges grasses, sedges, forbs 
dominate sedges, some leaf mulch, 
forbs brush litter 
Total points divided by 3 = Score X Importance Value 
WETLAND INVENTORY 
Wide variety 
of species, 
abundant 
5 
Wide variety 
of plants, 
thick leaf 
mulch, many 
down branches 
-2... = ( ) 
1 _____ ~-~2,--~----~3--~---~~4,~----~--~-.5 
Wetland Few species grasses, sedges, variety of High diversity 
vegetation cattails, plant types in species and 
absent or moderate inter- and structure structure 
monotypic spersion 
Score X Importance Value ~ = ( ) 
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Table 8. Continued. 
SHRUBLAND INVENTORY 
1 ________ ~--_2.-------------3,------------~4 5 
One plant Few species, Mix of plant Several ages, High diversity 
species, scattered species, same species in species and 
sparse age structure 
Score X Importance Value __ 7_ = ( ) 
GRASSLAND INVENTORY 
1 ______________ 2. ______________ 3 ______________ .4 ______________ 5. 
Mown single Native Perennials, Perennial Native or 
species or annuals annual grasses, grasses, restored 
heavily forbs forms, prairie 
grazed shrubs 
. Score X Importance Value __ 7 __ = ( ) 
URBAN LAND INVENTORY· 
1 2 3 4 5 
High density New suburban Landscaped Older resi- Mature vegeta-
conmercial/ area, small park lands, tall dential or tion, 100+ yr. 
business/ trees, few trees, mown parkland, 50- trees, all 
industrial shrubs grass, no 75 yrs. trees layers well 
understory and shrubs developed 
Score X Importance Value ~ = ( ) 
CULTIVATED LAND INVENTORY 
1 2 3 4 5 
soybeans, Small grains Diversified Cropland Cropland, 
corn, no w/weeds garden or includes permanent 
weeds truck crops hay pasture 
Score X Importance Value __ 3 __ = ( ) 
-ThiS category includes suburban, business or other developed land; if 
urban land is in natural or nearly natural state, one of the other 
inventories (e.g. woodland) should be used. 
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Table 9. Estimated importance value of Iowa's wildlife habitat types 
Habitat Relative 
Habitat Type- Wildlife + Replacement + Habitat = 
Quality Time Scarcity 
Upland Woodland 3 3 3 
Bottomland Woodland 3 3 3 
Wetland 3 2 3 
Shrubland 3 2 2 
Grassland 2 2 3 
Urban 2 2 
Cultivated 
Rating key: 
1 = low quality, short replacement time, or high in abundance 
Importance 
Value 
9 
9 
8 
7 
7 
5 
3 
2 = medium quality, medium replacement time, or medium in abundance 
3 = high quality, long replacement time, or low in abundance 
*Habitat types are considered to be the best example of each type, and are 
rated accordingly. 
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improvement to make them more valuable to wildlife. Those areas with the 
highest scores are most critical and should be preserved first. 
After ranking is complete, it is necessary to reevaluate the entire 
site as a whole. Preserving large areas or two adjacent areas, even if 
not the highest rank, may be more valuable than preserving smaller, widely 
scattered areas of highest rank. 
It should be remembered that these scores are rankings for existing 
site conditions only and do not take into account future vegetative stages 
or potential for improvement of the habitat. One habitat may rank fairly 
low in its present state, but with little effort could rank highly. Or 
one habitat may rank very highly now, but in a few years will be in 
declining condition. 
Site Enhancement Analysis 
The purpose of this second analysis is to evaluate a site's potential 
for supporting wildlife, so that the planner may know where and how to 
make improvements to enhance habitat conditions. Information which this 
analysis provides includes: (1) how well wildlife habitat requirements are 
met by existing site conditions; (2) what factors are limiting to 
wildlife; and (3) which wildlife species may be expected on the site. It 
does not provide direct data about wildlife species present (as obtained 
with a census.or survey), but provides information about habitat quality, 
from which may be interepreted the suitability and potential for wildlife 
in general or for a particular species. 
This analysis procedure is intended to provide the site planner with 
a framework for studying general site conditions relevant to wildlife. 
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It does not provide for quantifiable rating of habitat components. 
However, after completing the evaluation process, the planner should have 
a clear idea of the quantity and quality of necessary habitat components 
available on the site. This information may then guide subsequent design 
efforts to enhance habitat conditions. 
A checklist for evaluating habitat (Table 10) was developed to 
facilitate gathering site information. The checklist is based upon my 
present knowledge of wildlife requirements and a similar, less detailed 
method used by Faaborg (1984). The purpose is to provide a reference list 
of the most important habitat factors relevant to most wildlife species in 
Iowa. 
Procedure 
The steps involved in this evaluation procedure are described 
below. 
Step 1. Determine available wildlife food sources on the site. 
Considering the site in its entirety, or considering only a portion of 
the site, make a careful field inventory of vegetation types available for 
wildlife food. Using the Habitat Evaluation Form (Table 10), list under 
each category the names of plant species which are wildlife food sources, 
their relative abundance and season in which they are available. Refer to 
the section on food in Section II for aid in determining what plants are 
good food sources. Appendix F also lists some common trees, shrubs, and 
herbaceous planst which are attractive to wildlife (particulary birds). 
Other references, such as Martin et ala (1951) may also be used. 
Although most site analyses are conducted at one time during the year 
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(when all food sources may not be readily evident), it is important to 
determine which plants will provide food at other times of the year. If 
the site is to support permanent wildlife populations, food sources must be 
available in all seasons. 
Step 2. Determine available wildlife nest sites and cover on the site. 
Continuing with the field inventory, look for possible nest sites and 
cover using the evaluation form. Check those that are available on the 
site and whether each is abundant or scarce. It is not necessary to list 
plant species here. Form, structure, and height above ground are more 
important characteristics for nesting and cover than plant species type. 
Step 3. Determine available water sources. 
Note on the evaluation form the type of water available on site. If 
none is available, check maps or aerial photographs to measure the distance 
from the site of the nearest available water. Permanent water on site is 
the ideal situation, especially for amphibians and reptiles; however, if 
water is accessible within 1/4 mile from the site, this·should satisfy 
requirements of many small mammals. Water accessible within a mile from 
the site may satisfy needs of larger, more mobile mammals, and birds. 
Step 4. Assess other important habitat factors. 
Other factors which Influence the quality of wildlife habitat are 
listed on the evaluation form, and ranked from low to high in quality. The 
first four factors (number of habitat types, amount of interspersion, 
available travel corridors, and edge conditions) "are important in 
determining wildlife diversity and wildlife use of the site. Edges may be 
calculated in proportion to size of the site, by measuring length of 
existing edges (including larger forest opening edges) and comparing this 
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length to length of the site's perimeter. 
Land use surrounding the project site also has a direct influence upon 
wildlife use of the site, especially in urban and agricultural areas. If 
surrounding land use is compatible, the benefits to wildlife may be 
greatly enhanced on the project site. If the project site is an isolated 
island of habitat, (e.g. surrounded by intensive urban development or 
acres of cultivated land) without connecting travel corridors to other 
habitat areas, then the wildlife expected to inhabit the project site may 
'be greatly reduced. Because there is no guarantee that surrounding land 
use will stay the same, only those areas which are in relatively permanent 
use should be regarded as beneficial to a site's wildlife. These may 
include open space areas such as national, state, or municipal parks or 
natural areas, wildlife management areas, golf courses, cemeteries, 
estates, wooded stream corridor greenbelts, or other protected lands. 
Step 5. List habitat needs that are satisfactorily met. 
Review all the data collected thus far and record the habitat 
components that are supplied by the project site. Refer to the example 
lists in Table 11. This step may be completed listing general habitat 
components that are necessary for a diversity of wildlife, or it may be 
completed for one or more selected species. 
Step 6~ List habitat factors that are not satisfactorily met. 
Use procedure similar· to step 5. 
Step 7. List other factors which may enhance or limit use of site by 
wildlife. 
Consider and record any other factors which may be unique to the site 
and that have a direct influence upon wildlife's potential use. 
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Surrounding land use, amount of edge, habitat interspersion, or other 
factors may be included here. 
Step 8. List typical wildlife species that may be supported by this 
habitat. 
At this point, the evaluator may wish to consult with a wildlife 
biologist for expert opinion on which wildilfe species may occur on the 
site. All the data collected so far will be of valuable assistance to a 
scientist in determining potential species. It is especially important to 
consider whether the habitat may likely support any rare or endangered 
species. 
If a wildlife biologist is not consulted, the evaluator may determine 
which species are likely to occur by referring to species lists (provided 
in Section III) for each habitat type. These lists include species typical 
of each habitat; however, each may not occur on the project site. Personal 
judgement, based upon all habitat data collected about the site, is needed 
to determine which species are likely to occur. For example, if the site 
contains a bottomland forest but there are no snag trees present, then 
those birds which are cavity nesters (such as downy woodpecker and 
chickadee) probably will not nest there. 
It should be noted that this analysis procedure does not account for 
wildlife food sources other than vegetation. Insects and small mammals 
are important food sources, but are not readily assessible. In general. 
however, the greater the amount and variety of vegetation, the greater 
variety of insects and other animal food will be available. 
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Table 10. Habitat evaluation form to be used in field inventory 
HABITAT EVALUATION FOR" 
General site description: 
Area size: 
WILDLIFE FOOD SOURCES Kinds/Abundance-
(List names of plant species and approx. abundance of each) 
Mast 
Fleshy Fruits 
Seeds 
Browse 
(Leaves/Twigs) 
Other Veg. 
Other 
Spring Surrmer Fall Winter 
• Abundance may be recorded as: A = Abundant, very large number of plants 
for size of area; M = Moderately abundant; and S = Sparse, only a few 
plants present. [f s. i te is very sma 11, actua 1 numbers of p I ants may be 
recorded. 
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Table 10. (Continued) Habitat evaluation form to be used in field 
inventory 
HABITAT EVALUATION FOR" 
WILDLIFE NEST SITES/COVER 
Trees Deciduous: overstory 
understory 
sapl ing 
Trees Coniferous: overstory 
understory 
Snags: hard 
soft 
Shrubs Deciduous: large 
small 
Shrubs Coniferous: large 
small 
Dead and down woody material 
Herbaceous growth/vines 
Leaf 1 itter 
Tall grasses/weeds 
Burrows 
Cl iffs 
Artificial (list type) 
Other (list type) 
WATER SOURCES 
Intermittent Stream 
Small Stream/Creek 
River 
Lake/Pond - Ephemeral 
Lake/Pond - Permanent 
Harsh 
Reservoir 
Artificial source (list) 
Presence 
(X = present) 
Abundance 
(A, H, S) 
Location 
On Site <1/4 mi. away <1 mi. away 
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Table 10. (Continued) Habitat evaluation form to be used in field 
inventory 
HABITAT EVALUATION FOR" 
OTHER HABITAT FACTORS 
Number of habitat types present 
Interspersion of habitat types 
Qual ity 
Medium 
(Circle choice) 
>2 plant 
coovnunities 
2 plant 
communities 
high moderate 
uniform 
community 
poor 
Travel corridors all hab i tats 
1 inked 
some habitats habitats 
linked isolated 
Edges 
Surrounding land use 
SUMMARY EVALUATION 
60-100t+ of 
perimeter 
very 
compatible 
Habitat needs that are satisfactorily met: 
Habitat needs that are not satisfactorily met: 
30-60t of 
perimeter 
moderately 
compatible 
0-30t of 
perimeter 
not 
compatible 
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Table 10. (Continued) ~abitat evaluation form to be used in field 
inventory 
HABITAT EVALUATION FORM 
Other factors which may enhance or limit use of site by wildlife: 
Typical wildlife species that can be supported by this habitat: 
Mammals: ____________________________________________________________ __ 
Birds: ______________________________________________________________ __ 
Amphibians: __________________________________________________________ _ 
Reptiles: __________________________________________________________ ___ 
Species observed or evidence of species presence (scats, evidence of 
feeding, nests, songs, snags with woodpecker holes, bones, etc.): 
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CONCLUSION 
Considering wildlife in the landscape planning process is not a high 
priority for most site planners. but it should be. Deterioration of our 
wildlife resources is alarmingly apparent and no doubt symptomatic of 
larger problems still unseen. The presence. abundance. and variety of 
wildlife in our landscape is more than just a matter of ecological 
concern. It is a measure of the quality of life that we lead. and an 
indicator of what we wish to convey to future generations. 
To say that site planners are unconcerned about wildlife is untrue. 
Lack of concern is not the problem. but lack of adequate planning methods 
to manifest their concern is. Site planners are charged with making 
decisions about the future condition of much of our land. The methods and 
techniques available for inventory and analysis will playa large part in 
determining how accurately judgments are made and how people and wildlife 
will be affected. 
This proposed method of site analysis was developed in response to the 
need for a way to analyze existing site conditions for wildlife habitat. 
The most important purpose in developing the method is to create an 
awareness of wildlife on the part of planners. Site planners are very 
familiar with analyzing site vegetation with regard to its aesthetic. 
spatial~ and climatic effects. But they must also learn to look at 
vegetation and see food sources. home sites. cover. and a place for 
wildlife to rear their young. When a tree is cut down for development. 
the loss is very apparent; but how apparent is the loss of the wildlife 
which may have nested. fed. perched. or hidden from predators in the tree? 
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Providing a systematic way of looking for habitat elements in the 
landscape should not only increase awareness but increase accuracy of 
planning jUdgements. 
This system was developed to be straight-forward and simple enough to 
be used easily and incorporated into of the typical site analysis process. 
When the usual data on vegetation are gathered, wildlife information can 
also be acquired with little extra effort. It does not require that the 
planner be able to identify wildlife species. 
The basic known principles governing wildlife have been presented, 
along with information about Iowa's wildlife habitats in particular, so 
that the planner who may be untrained in wildilfe biology may utilize this 
method. First, habitats can be easily inventoried and ranked for 
development suitability. Secondly, by using the checklist provided, with 
information about basic wildlife principles, the value of a site's habitat 
can be assessed and limiting factors determined. The result is that the 
site planner can seriously consider wildlife as part of the planning 
process. The major limiting factor in use of this system may be in the 
willingness, knowledge, and experience of the planner. 
Simplicity of the system may also be a problem. Wildlife habitat use 
is not simple, but very complex. The needs of all species cannot be lumped 
conveniently, or easily explained. Therefore, it may not be wise to 
unduly simplify data gathering. Hore scientific input from wildlife 
professionals may be needed. 
Critical user input is welcomed to validate the applicability of this 
proposed method. If nothing else. this system may point out the need for 
wildlife professionals to develop a better, more accurate method for 
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planners to assess and enhance wildlife habitats in the course of their 
work. 
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APPENDIX A. MAMMALS OF IOWh l 
Table I. Ched:lisl of trIDItImaU o/lowtJ willt eSlinuJled lrends and 
biogeographic' assodatitNU. Key 10 symbols: Ex - eXlil'-
pall'd. En - endangerrd. Th - Ihrealened. X - undeler-
mined. 0 - declining. U - unehtinged.l- increasing. + -
Slatus diffcrc:ntthan Roosa ( 1977)," - see Diening( 1980)/0' 
name change. "" - under IlUonomic revision (includes bre-
vicauda, carolinensis, kinlandii). W - wesurn grassl4nd. N 
- northt'rn boreal. E - t'asurn dt'dduoru fortSl. S 
SOlI/hem, Wi - wiJnprl!ad. In - intraducrd. 
Order Manupialia Family Oidelphidae 
Didrlphis virginiana Kerr, Virginia opoS$um U E 
Order Insectivota Family Soricidae 
. SOU)l dnt'reru'Kerr, masked shrew U N 
"SOl'l')I hoyi Baird, pygmy shrew X N 
""BlariM brevicauda (Say), shon·tailed shrew U E 
Cryplotis parva (Say), least shrew X E 
Family Talpidae 
Sca/opru aquatic-us (Unnaeus), easlem mole U E 
Order Chiroptera Family Vcspcnilionidae 
MyO/is keenii (Merriam). Keen's myotis Th E 
Myotis lud/ugru (Le Conte), little brown bat 0 Wi 
Myotis sodalis Miller and O.M. Allen. Indiana bat En E 
LasionYderis not:tivagans (Le Conic), silver-haired batO Wi 
Pipislrellus subflavus (F. Cuvier), easlern pipi5lrelle 0 E 
Epusicus /uscus (P.Ii~ot de Beauvois), big brown bat U Wi 
Lasiurus borealis (Muller), red bat 0 E 
Lasiurus cinereus (Palisot de Beauvois), hoary bat 0 Wi 
Nyctic-eiru hllllleralis (Rafinesque), evening bat Th E 
Family Molossidae 
Tadmida macrO/is (Oray). big free-tailc:d bat Ex S 
Order Lagomorpha Family Leporidae 
Sylvi/agus floridmuu (l.A. Allen), easlern COItentail U E 
upus lownsena;i Backman, white-tailed jack rabbit 0 W 
Order Rodentia Family Sciuridae 
Tamias slrialllS (Unnaeus), eastern chipmunk U E 
Marmota montJJC (Unnaeus), woodchuck U E 
Spmnophilus fronA:Iitii (Sabine), Franklin's ground 
squirm 0 W 
S. ric-hardsonii (Sabine), Richardson's ground 
_~ ~ W 
S. trid«emlineatllS (Mitchel/), Il-lined ground 
_~ U W 
Sdurus carolinene.is Omelin, gray squirrel 0 E 
Sdurus niger Unnaeus, fox squirrel U E 
Tamiasriurus hudsonieus (Erxleben). red squirrel U E 
Glaucomys volans (Unnacus), nying squirrel 0 E 
Family Oeomyidae 
Gtomys bursariUl (Shaw), plains pocket gopher U W' 
Family Heteromyidae 
Ptrognalhus flavescrns Merriam, plains pockel mouse En W 
Family Castoridae 
Caslor ctultJdtnsis Kuhl. beaver U Wi 
Family Cricetidae 
Rtilhrodonlomys _galulis (Bainl), western 
hUYe51 mouse U W 
Ptromyscus Itucopus (Rafincsque), white-footed 
mouse U E 
Pt'romyscus manicylatus (Wagner), deer mouse U Wi 
Onyc-homyslrucogaslrr (Wied-Neuwied), 
nonhern grasshopper mouse En W 
Sigmodon hispidus Say and Ord, hispid cotton ral +X S 
Cltlhrionomys lapperi (Vigors), red·backed vole En N 
Synaplom,s cooperi Baird. southern bog lemming 0 N 
1 Bow 1 es 1 98 r 
MicrO/us ochrogasltr (Wagner), prairie vole 
Microlus pennsy/.anicus (Ord). meadow vole 
Micrulru pinelarum (Le Cunte), woodland vole 
OnJalra zibtlhicru (Unnaeus), muskr .. t 
Family Muridae 
Mus musculus Unnacus, house mouse 
Rallus no,..,egicus (Beri<enhoul), Norway rat 
Family ZoIpodidae 
Zapus hudsonius (Zimmennann), mcaduw 
jumpinll mouse 
Family Erethizontidae 
Errlhizon dorsalum (Unnaeus), porcupine 
Order Carnivora Family Canidae 
Canis latrans Say. coyote 
Canis lupru Unnaeus, gray wolf 
Vulpts vu/ptS (Unnacus). red fox 
Uroc:yon t:inuroargt'nlt'us (Schrcber), gray fox 
Ursru amrricanru Pallas, black bear 
Family Procyonidae 
Procyon 100ot' (Unnaeus), raccoon 
Family MusteUdae 
Mants pennantl (Erxleben), fisher 
Muslt'ia rrminta Unnaeus, ennine 
MuS/rla/renala Uchtenstein. long-tailed weasel 
Mruleia nivalis Unnacus, least weasel 
Muslrla vison Schreber, mink 
Gulo gulo (Unnaeus), wolverine 
TlUiJra llUUI (Schreber). badger 
Spilogale Pllloriru (Linn .. us), spotted skunk 
Mephilis mrphilis (Schreber), 51ripcd skunk 
i.utra canadrnsis (Schreber). rher utter 
Family Felidae 
Friis concolor Unnacus. mountain liun 
LyllJl canadt."nsis (Schreber), lynx 
LyfIJI ru/us (Schrcber), bobcat 
Order Aniodactyla Family Cervidae 
Ce,..,us tlaphus Erxleben, wapiti 
Odocoiltru hrmionus (Rafincsquc), mule d.:er 
Odocoiltru virgil/ianus (Zimmennann), 
whi te tailed deer 
Akts akn (Clinton). moose 
Family Antilocapridae 
Anti/ocapra amrrieana (Ord), pronghorn 
Family Buvidae 
Bison bisun (Unnacus). bison 
0 W 
I N 
En E 
U Wi 
U In 
U In 
U N 
Ex Wi 
Wi 
Ex Wi 
U Wi 
0 E 
En Wi 
U Wi 
Ex N 
X N 
X Wi 
U N 
U Wi 
Ex N 
U Wi 
X W 
U Wi 
Th Wi 
Ex Wi 
Ex N 
En Wi 
Ex Wi 
U Wi 
U Wi 
+X N 
Ex Wi 
Ex Wi 
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APPENDIX B. AMPHIBIANS AND REPTILES OF IOWA I 
Table I. A Ust of lowtb Amphibhuu and ReptilQ witlt Su,,~suJ Kinostemidac Mud Tunle Family 
Poptllalioro Tr~nJs Wilhin Iowa. PopulatiOlf tr~nJs ind/cal~J KillOSt~moro flav~suns Illinois Mud Tunic T 
by coilmiOllS and otlter factors ar~ as/ollows: I - Iner~as· SPOOlf~ri Smith 
inl. U - Unehanl~J. D - Declinin,. T - Thuatlned. E- StemotherllS odoratllS (Lat· Stinkpot T 
£ndiJnl~red. reille) 
Emydidac Colored Tunic Family 
Sc\enUftc Name Common Name Trend Cllrys~mys piela b~1Ii Western Painted Tunic (Gny) 
Amphibia Pseudemys scripta ~/~lans Red-eared Tunic T 
Anun Frogs and Toads (Wied) 
Bu(onid..: Toad Family Graptemys I,ographka (Le Map Tunic D 
8ulo ammetullU Holbrook American Toad U Sueur) 
811./0 cOllflltllS Say Great Plains Toad U Graplemys pseuJog~o- False Mlp TunIc U 
811.10 woodhOlUei wood· Rocky Mounllin Toad U graphica puuJog~ogra. 
hOllSei Girard phiea Gny 
811/0 woodhollSei /ow/eri Fowlers Toad U Graptlmys pS~II.Jog~o- Ouachill Map Tunic U 
(Hinckley) graphica ouaehilensis 
Pelobatidac Spadefoot Toad Family Cagle 
ScaphioptlS bombi/rOlU Plains spadefoot U Clemmys insclI.lpla Le Wood Tunic E 
Cope Conte 
Hylid..: Tree(rog Family Emydoidea blandingi (Hoi· Blanding's Tunle T 
Hyla cruci/er cruci/er Wied Northern Spring Peeper T brook) 
Hyla ~enicolor Le Conte Gray Treefrog (tetraploid) D Te"apene orlfllta ornata Omale Box Tunic T 
Hyla cllrysosc~/is (Cope) Gray Treefrog (diploid) D (Agassiz) 
Acris cr~pilans blanclo.arJi Blanchanl's Cricket Frog U Trionycbidae Soflshell Tunic Family 
(Harper) Trionyx mUliclIS mUlicllS Le Midland Smooth Sofishell U 
Pseudocris tris~riata nuu:u· Boreal Chorus Frog D Sueur 
lata (Agassiz) Trionyx spini/er hanw~gi Western Spiny Sofishell U 
Ps~uJocris triuriata trio Western Chorus Frog D (Conant and Goin) 
I~riata (Wied) Squamall; Lacenilia Uzards and Snakes 
Ranidae TNC Frog Family Teiidae WhiplliJ Uzani Family 
Rana cate~ialfQ S~w Bull(rogs I Cn~dophorllS salineatllS Six-lined Raccrunner D 
Rana c/QmitalfS melanota Green (rog D sulinealllS (Unnaeus) 
(Rafinesque) Cn~midophorllS salin.atllS Prairie Racerunner D 
Rana b/Oiri Mecham. et. Plains Leopard Froa ~iriJis Lowe 
al. Scincidac Skink Family 
Rana pipiens Schreber Northern.Leopard Frog I £umeus/ascialllS (Unna- Five-lined skink D 
Rana sph~nocephala (Cope) Southern Leopard Frog U eus) 
Rana polllStris Le Conte Pickerel Frog D Eumeus Itpletrlriona/is Nonhern Prairie Skink D 
Rana ar~oIala circlI.losa Northern CrawfISh Frog T s'ptetrlrionalis (Baini) 
Rice EumtC~s obso/~tll.l (Baird Great Plains Skink E 
Caudall Salamanders and Girard) 
Necturidae Mudpuppy Family Anguidae Glass and Alligator lizard Fam-
NeelurllS lfIQCu./osllS RI· Mudpuppy E ily 
finesque OphisaurllS at/~nUQtll.l Slender Glass Uzani T 
Salamandrid..: Newt Family atlmu.a11lS (Baird) 
NOIophthalm1lS vlrldae~ns Central Newt E 
louisialUnsls (Wolter- Squamata; Serpentes 
lIorff) Colubridae Colubrid Snake Family 
Ambyslomalidae Mole Salamander Family Natrix sipedon (Unnaeus) Nonhern Water Snake U 
Ambyltoma laI~rale Halla- Blue-spotted Salamander E Nalrix ~rylh.or08asltr Jlavi. Yellow belly Waler Snake E 
well gaster Conant 
AmbyltomQ laanum Smallmouth Salamander T Nalrix rhombifua rhombi· Diamondback Waler Snake E 
(Matlhes) lua Hallowell 
Amby,uomQ ti,rinum tigri· Eastern Tiger Salamander R~,ina ,rallami Bainl and G~'s WatcrSnalr.e T 
num (Green) Ginrd 
Thamnophis sirtalis sirtalis Eastern Ganer Snake U 
Reptilia (Unnaeus) 
Testudinea Turtles Thamnophis sirtalis parle- Red-sided Ganer Snake U 
Chelydridae Snapping Tunic Family talis (Say) 
Ch~lydra swp~trlina s~rprn- Snapping Tunic Thamnophis radix radix Eastern Plains Ganer Snake U 
tina Unnaeus Baird and Girard 
Macroclemys temminckl Alligator SnappinC Tunic D Thamnophis radix Western Plains Ganer Snake U 
(Tro<I6I) hayde"; (KcnnicOlI) 
Christianson 1981' 
88 
ThDmnophis proximus prox- Western Ribbon Snake 0 
imus (Say) 
TropidoC/oni"" Ii"ralum Nonhern Uned Snake T 
linralum (Hallowell) 
Slorrria drlcayi wrighlorum Midland Brown Snake 0 
Trapido 
Slorrria drkayi IUQIIQ Texas Brown Snake O. 
Trap;do 
Slorrria OC'CipilDmac:ulala Northem Redbelly Snake T 
ocdpiloma~"lola (Storer) 
Vir!inia vairritU ,Irgans Western Eanh Snake T 
(KenniCOft) 
C urphophis amornus vrr- Western Worm Snake T 
mil (Kennicott) 
Diadl'pllis punc/allU amyi Prairie Ringneclt Snake 0 
(Kellnicott) 
Hrluodon plal)'rhinos Lat- Eastern Hognose Snake 0 
reille 
Hrlrrodon lItuicus nosicus Plains Hognose Snake 0 
Baird and Girard 
Coluhrr ~onslric/or foxi Blue Racer 0 
(Baird and Girard) 
Colubrr .. onslri~/or Eastern Yellowl'Clly 0 
jlavivrntris (Say) Racer 
Ophrodrys ",,,,alis Western Smooth Green T 
blallCMrdi Grobman Snake 
Pituophis mrlQnolru~us Bullsnake 0 
sayi (Schlegel) 
Elaphr vulpillO •· .. Ipina Western Fox Snake U 
(Baird and Girard) 
Elaphr obsolna obs"/~la Black Rat Snake T 
(Say) 
Ltunproprltis grl .. lus hoi- Speckled Kingsnake E 
brook; (Stcjneger) 
Ltunproprllis ca/ligaslrr Prairie Kingsnake T 
ra/lilttulrr (Harlan) 
Ltunproprllis lriang .. lum Red Milk Snake 0 
syspila (Cope) 
Ltunproprllis lriang .. lum Eastern Milk Snake 0 
lrianp/";,, (Lacc~de) 
Crotalidae Pit Vipers 
Crolalus horridus Unnacus Timber Rattlesnake 0 
Crotalus viridis viridis Prairie Rattlesnake E 
(Rafinesque) 
SiStrlUUS ~atrllJJlus catrna- Eastern M .... asauga E 
IUS (Rafinesque) 
Sist,.., .. , calrnalus Irr- Western Mass~auga E 
grminus (Say) 
Agkistrodon ~f)ntortriJl Nonhern Copperhead E 
moJ.:turn (Daudin) 
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APPENDIX C. BIRDS OF IOWA I 
Iowa List: Regular, Casual, Accidental, Extirpated, and Extinct (362 
species) 
REGULAR SPECIES (276) 
Common Loon 
Pied-billed Grebe 
Horned Grebe 
Eared Grebe 
Western Grebe 
American White Pelican 
Double':crested Cormorant 
American Bittern 
Least Bittern 
Great Blue Heron 
Great Egret 
Little Blue Heron· 
Cattle Egret 
Gr.een-backed Heron 
Black-crowned Night-Heron 
Yellow-crowned Night-Heron 
Tundra Swan 
Mute Swan 
Greater Wh ite-f ron ted Goose 
Snow Goose 
Ross' Goose 
Canada Goose 
Wood Duck 
Green-winged Teal 
American Black Duck 
Mallard 
Northern Pintail 
Blue-winged Teal 
Cinnamon Teal 
Northern Shoveler 
Gadwall 
American Wigeon 
Canvasback 
Redhead 
Ring-necked Duck 
Greater Scaup 
Lesser Scaup 
Oldsquaw 
White-winged Scoter 
10° 1 98 lnsmore et al. 1 4 
Common Goldeneye 
Bufflehead 
Hooded Merganser 
Common Merganser 
Red-breasted Merganser 
Ruddy Duck 
Turkey Vulture 
Osprey 
Bald Eagle 
Northern Harrier 
Sharp-shinned Hawk 
Cooper's Hawk 
Northern Goshawk 
Red-shouldered Hawk 
Broad-winged Hawk 
Swainson's Hawk 
Red-tailed Hawk 
Rough-legged Hawk 
Golden Eagle 
American Kestrel 
Merlin 
Peregrine Falcon 
Gray Partridge 
Ring-necked Pheasant 
Ruffed Grouse 
Wild Turkey 
Northern Bobwhite 
Virginia Rail 
Sora 
Common Moorhen 
American Coot 
Sandhill Crane 
Black-bellied Plover 
Lesser Golden-Plover 
Semipalmated Plover 
Piping Plover 
Killdeer 
American Avocet 
Greater Yellowlegs 
Lesser Yellowlegs 
Solitary Sandpiper 
Willet 
Spotted Sandpiper-
Upland Sandpiper 
Hudsonian Godwit 
Marbled Godwit 
Ruddy Turnstone 
Sanderling . 
Semipalmated Sandpiper 
Western Sandpiper 
Least Sandpiper 
White- rumped Sandpiper 
Baird's Sandpiper 
Pectoral Sandpiper 
Dunlin 
'Stilt Sandpiper 
Short-billed Dowitcher 
Long-billed Dowitcher 
Common Snipe 
American Woodcock 
Wilson's Phalarope 
Red-necked Phalarope 
Franklin's Gull 
Bonaparte's Gull 
Ring-billed Gull 
Herring Gull 
Glaucous Gull 
Caspian Tern 
Common Tern 
Forster's Tern 
Least Tern 
Black Tern 
Rock Dove 
Mourning Dove 
Black-billed Cuckoo 
Yellow-billed C,uckoo 
Common Barn-Owl 
Eastern Screech-Owl 
Great Horned Owl 
Snowy Owl 
Barred Owl 
Long-eared Owl 
Short-eared Owl 
Northern Saw-whet Owl 
Common Nighthawk 
Chuck-will's-widow 
Whip-poor-will 
Chimney Swift 
Ruby-throated Hummingbird 
Belted Kingfisher 
Red-headed Woodpecker 
Red-bellied Woodpecker 
Yellow-bellied Sapsucker 
Downy Woodpecker 
Hairy Woodpecker 
90 
Northern Flicker 
Pileated Woodpecker 
Olive-sided Flycatcher 
Eastern Wood-Pewee . 
Yellow-bellied Flycatcher 
Acadian Flycatcher 
Alder Flycatcher. 
Willow Flycatcher 
Least Flycatcher 
Eastern Phoebe 
Say's Phoebe 
Great Crested Flycatcher 
Western Kingbird 
Eastern Kingbird 
. Horned Lark 
Purple Martin 
Tree Swallow 
Northern Rough-winged Swallow 
Bank Swallow 
Cliff Swallow 
Barn Swallow 
Blue Jay 
American Crow 
Black-capped Chickadee 
Tufted Titmouse 
Red-breasted Nuthatch' 
White-breasted Nuthatch 
Brown Creeper 
Carolina Wren 
House Wren 
Winter Wren 
Sedge Wren 
Marsh Wren 
Golden-crowned Kinglet 
Ruby-crowned Kinglet 
Blue-gray Gnatcatcher 
Eastern Bluebird 
Townsend's Solitaire 
Veery 
Gray-cheeked Thrush 
Swainson's Thrush 
Hermit Thrush 
Wood Thrush 
American Robin 
Varied Thrush 
Gray Catbird 
Northern Mockingbird 
Brown Thrasher 
Water Pipit 
Cedar Waxwing 
Northern Shrike 
Loggerhead Shrike 
European Starling 
White-eyed Vireo 
Bell's Vireo 
Solitary Vireo 
YellClw-th roated Vi r'eo 
Warbling Vireo 
Philadelphia Vireo 
Red-eyed Vireo 
Blue-winged Warbler 
Golden-winged Warbler 
Tennessee Warbler 
Orange-crowned Warbler 
Nashville Warbler 
Northern Parula 
Yellow Warbler 
Chestnut-sided Warbler 
Magnolia Warbler 
Cape May Warbler 
Black-throated Blue Warbler 
Yellow-rumped Warbler 
Black-throated Green Warbler 
Blackburnian Warbler 
Yellow-throated Warbler 
Pine Warbler 
Palm Warbler 
Bay-breasted Warbler 
Blackpoll Warbler 
Cerulean War-bier 
Black-and-white Warbler 
American Redstart 
Prothonotary Warbler 
Worm-eating Warbler 
Ovenbird 
Northern Waterthrush 
Louisiana Waterthrush 
Kentucky Warbler 
Connecticut Warbler 
Mourning Warbler 
Common Yellowthroat 
Hooded Warbler 
Wilso'n's Warbler 
Canada Warbler 
Yellow-breasted Chat 
Summer Tanager 
Scarlet Tanager 
Northern Cardinal 
Ros~-breasted Grosbeak 
91 
Blue Grosbeak 
Indigo Bunting 
Dickcissel 
Rufous-sided Towhee 
American Tree Sparrow 
Chipping Sparrow 
Clay-colored Sparrow 
Field Sparrow 
Vesper Sparrow 
Lark Sparrow 
Savannah Sparrow 
Grasshopper Sparrow 
Henslow's Sparrow 
·Le Conte's Sparrow, 
Fox Sparrow 
Song Sparrow 
Lincoln's Spar'row 
Swamp Sparrow 
White-throated Sparrow 
White-crowned Sparrow 
Harris' Sparrow 
Dark-eyed Junco 
Lapland Longspur 
Snow Bunting 
Bobolink 
Red-winged Blackbird 
Eastern Meadowlark 
Western Meadowlark 
Yellow-headed Blackbird 
Rusty Blackbird 
Brewer's Blackbird 
Common Grackle 
Brown-headed Cowbird 
Orchard Oriole 
Northern Oriole 
Purple Finch 
Red Crossbill 
White-winged Crossbill 
Common Redpoll 
Pine Siskin 
American Goldfinch 
Evening Grosbeak 
House, Sparrow 
CASUAL SPECIES (16) 
Red-necked Grebe 
Snowy Egret 
(Ibis species) 
Surf Scoter 
Ferruginous Hawk 
P rai rie Falcon 
Yellow Rail 
King Rail 
Buff-breasted Sandpiper 
Burrowing Owl 
Scissor-tailed Flycatcher 
Bewick's Wren 
Bohemian Waxwing 
Prairie Warbler 
Lark Bunting 
Sharp-tailed Sparrow 
Pine Grosbeak 
Red-throated Loon 
Arctic Loon 
Brown Pelican 
Anhinga 
White-faced Ibis 
Roseate Spoonbill 
Wood Stork 
Brant 
Eu,"asian Wigeon 
Common Eide," 
King Eider 
Harlequin Duck 
Black Scoter 
Black Vulture 
Greater Prairie-Chicken 
Black Rail 
Purple Gallinule 
Whooping Crane 
Mountain Plover 
Whimbrel 
Red Knot 
Sharp-tailed Sandpiper 
Ruff 
Parasitic Jaeger 
Long-tailed Jaeger 
Laughing Gull 
Mew Gull 
Great Black-backed Gull 
Black-legged Kittiwake 
Sabine's Gull 
Thick-billed Murre 
Trumpeter Swan 
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ACCIDENTAL SPECIES (62) 
Ani species 
Northern Hawk-Owl 
Great Gray Owl 
Lewis' Woodpecker 
Th ree-toed Woodpecker 
Black-backed Woodpecker 
Western Wood-Pewee 
Gray Jay 
Pinyon Jay 
Clark's Nutcracker 
Black-billed Magpie 
Common Raven 
Boreal Chickadee 
Pygmy Nuthatch 
Rock Wren 
Mountain Bluebird 
Sage Thrasher 
Curve-billed Thrasher 
Sprague's Pipit 
Black-throated Gray Warbler 
Townsend's Warbler 
Western Tanager 
Black-headed Grosbeak 
Lazuli Bunting 
Green-tailed Towhee 
Golden-crowned Sparrow 
Smith's Longspur 
Chestnut-collared Longspur 
Rosy Finch 
House Finch 
Hoary Redpoll 
EXTIRPATED SPECIES (6) 
American Swallow-tailed Kite 
Mississippi Kite 
Sharp-tailed Grouse 
Eskimq Curlew 
Long-billed Curlew 
Passenger Pigeon 
Carolina Parakeet 
EXTINCT SPECIES (2) 
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APPENDIX D. DESCRIPTION OF WILDLIFE INFORMATION DATA BASEl 
P!IIIIS'fLVAHIA FISH AND IIlLDLIF! DATA IlASE 
Coaputerized Library of Inforwation 
The Pennaylvania Fl.h and lIildlife Data II ... 
10 • cDIIpUterized collection of .peci .. dlotri-
button, habitat relation.hip, life requirelHftt., 
.nd .anas_nt info ... tion. Th. Data II ... 
contain. 844 reaident and c,-n .igrant nrte-
brate and vertebrate apecin ·occurrinc in the 
Coftaonwea1th. The apeele. are dlotributed .... nl 
11 _jor sroups includlna' 
Croup 
AIIphibians 
Reptilea 
nIh 
lIirda 
_1. 
Crustacean. 
Mollu.cs 
Aquatic Inncta 
Other Aquatic Invertebrat. 
Terrutrial Insects 
Other Terrestrial In ... rtebrates 
'Speci .. 
38 
41 
154 
250 
65 
4 
69 
90 
3 
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a 
The PennsylYanu Floh and lIildlife Oata II ... 
basically Ie a computerized library of data. 
The Data Base has advanced on •• tep beyond coa-
p·.!':'~r:!.=~ b!.el'!~~'!',~1" ~·pa~·""·t """"h contaia 
literature citationa and ao .. etisea abstracta. 
The inforution in our Data Ban haa been 
extracted frOlO r .... rch literature, coded in a 
.tandard forut vith c<-only uaed definitiona 
and cla .. ificatlona, and entered into a cDIIpUtar 
for quick accesa. 
Standard D.ta Forast 
The species profiles in tbe Data Ban vere 
compiled Ulioa the atandard forut ·called 
"A Procedure for Descr1bioa Floh &DCI lIildlife". 
The "Procedure" vaa developed by the U.S. rloh 
and Wildlife Service after an extenaive infor-
utiOD needs ••• easeent. with personnel froa 
federal and state ageDci •• , induatry, anl.,.eral-
ties, and private c01laervatlon orlanlz.tioal. 
The "Procedure" fonut permit. date entry for 
a broad array of .pecies dlotribution and lit. 
history par_eters. The categories in tobich 
lnfo ..... uon vas coapiled for the Pennsylvanu 
Flah and lIildlife Data Base specie. profiles in-
clude: 
• Complete taxo_ic ducription 
• Diotrlbution by county. latitude and 
longitude, 7'" quadr.ngles, hydrologic 
unit., .coresioD., and potential natural 
"eletatioo 
• Leaal Statu./U.e witbin the eo..cmv .. Uh 
• Orisin of Speci ... vithin the eo-nv .. 1th 
• Population trend., boa. ranse, and diurnal! 
.... onal periodicity 
• Ceoeral habitat •• aoeiation, and a •• oela-
tion. vith .. jor l.nd u •• /land cover 
ela .... , and wetland typ •• 
• rood habit. by life .taS. and .. ason 
• lIiche (enviro .. ental) requireaent. by lif. 
ata._ ancl IU80ft 
• IUnas_nt actiYltiu that benefit and 
adversely aff.ct th. speci .. 
• llibliolraphy of citation. refuencing the 
inforastioo in the abov. nine cat.ll0ri •• 
Standard Definition •• nd Cla .. lficatlon. 
Standard cla •• Uication. for codinS dbtri-
button and Ipeci.~ habitat relationship. include, 
• Federal Inforution Proculilll Standard 
(rIPS) codes for countie. 
• U.S.C.S. Quadran,l .. (7"') 
• U.S.C.S. Office of Water Data Coordi-
nation Hydrolosic Unit Cla .. ificstion 
• Bailey'. tcorelion Cla .. iflcation 
• K.uc:hl.r'. PotentJ..tol Natural Vellitation 
• U.S.F.II.S. Endangered/Threatened Specie. 
List 
• U.S.C.S. (Anderson) Land U.e and Land Cover 
Cl .. aification SYltOll 
• Society of Aaerlcaa For •• ter'. For •• t 
COYer Type. 
• U.S.F.II.S. CluliHcaUon of lIetland. and 
Deep lIater Habitau 
• U.S.F.S. Forut Inventory Size Cla •• e. 
For data causori .. in vh1ch no cl ... iHcation 
or d.Unitions e"toted, standard definitions vere 
developed. tach of theae lundud clalsiHc.tioa 
Ichell •• vere revlev-eeI In an extenllve evaluation 
prior to data coaputation. 
Oat. Collectlon 
The inforoaatton in each species profile va. 
compiled by profellionab with .ound reoearch 
background. aad expert knowledge of the Ipectu 
group. ·Ea~h Ipeci .. profile .... developed frna 
a coabination of published reports, Held noteo, 
and expert opini~n. All species profiles vere 
edited and verified for coding consistency 
prior to entry into the Data Base. 
Oa ta Managment 
SpeCies Infofllltion In the PennsylvanIa 
lpennsylvania Game Commission. Harrisburg. Pennsylvania) 
Fbb .nd lIildlife D.t. Ba.. 11 .tored .nd re-
tdend u81ng tbe IfAIIAGE d.t.b ........ II ... eot 
.,..t... (D!HS). Thla query-oriented DIlKS uns 
Boolean 10lic to retrieve species info .... tion 
ba.ed OIl .ny or .n of the fields deUned 
for eacb species record in the D.ta lI.se. 
APPLICATIONS. 
The F~n.,.lv.nta n.b and ,nldlil. D.ta B .. e 
vill live alaoat instantaneoul answer. to que.-
tion. like the following: 
• \/bat U.h and wildlife specie •• re fQuad 
in Cbester County? 
• \/bat vertebrate fi.h and wildlife .peciea 
.1,n Kckan County require c.vltle. ln _&& 
Cor nesting 7 
• In what foreat cover types and dIe cla .... 
would the wild turkey be found! 
• \/bat end.nlered or thre.tened specie. occur 
in palustrine babitae in Cr.wford County 
and vhat type. of .ctivlties would &dvene-
ly .ffect tbeir survival? 
• \/bat spectes occurring in equatic hablt.t 
inPl .. e Creek v.tershed would be &dvu .... 
ly affected by ... ter pH below 5.5? 
The Pen .. sylvania Ttah .nd lIildlife D.ta 
Base preae:1tLy 11 be1.n; u.ed by the C .... e C""",!.-
110ft, federal and atate asenet.s, and eavirOtl-
_nt.l con.ulting U .... for a varlety of appU-
c.Uon •• including: 
1. Inventories and descriptiona of speci .. 
• nd their life hiatories by county, 
draina.e badn, and habltat/land u.e type. 
2. 1'rep.ration and review of per1ll1t applt-
cations for surf ace ainlnl, paver pl.nt 
.iting, point .ource dlacharae, ... d aol1d 
.... te d1aposal. 
3. prepar.tion.nd rev lew of enviroruoental 
1lIpact a •• e .... ut •• 
4. 1'rellainary evaluation .nd review of 
enerlY deve10paent proj ec t 11 tea and 
lap.cta OIl Ush .nd wildlife. 
5. Analysis of propo.al. to deslgnate special 
classlfication for waterways. 
6. Prep.r.tion of wildlife re.earch proposals. 
7. Infor1ll8tion source for biolog1at/technic1.n 
training .nd public inforastion reque.t •. 
AVAILAIIILITT 
The Penn.ylvania Filh .nd lIildlife D.ta Baae 
ia a relatively new sy.t.... During the next few 
years. our attention vill be focused on ensurlna 
updated species Info~.tion, meeting on-line 
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lI.er need., aad de.ooatratinl applic:ation •. 
Cooperating fed.ral ancl ... t. a,....,i .. have 
included the P.noaylvania Flah Coaalaaioo, 
P ...... ylv.nla Dep.rtsent of EnvirOllllllDtal ae-
"""xce •• U.S. auua .. of Lancl·llanaa._nt. U.S. 
Office ot Surfac. Kiolnl. U.S. Nuclear aelulatory 
Co_ilaloo, .od the U.S. ArIIy Corps of Enlin •• ra. 
Th ........ ylvani. Fl.b aDd lIildlif. Dat. Ba .. 
18 av.ilable to federal and et.u .,.nd •• , 
unlveraitiea, coua.rvat1oa orlulz:atlou •• coa-
aultinl firma-.ny 1IIdividuai or orl.Dilation 
n.adina flah and wildlife information. Two 
sod .. of acce .. ara poaalble: int.ractiv. and 
over-the-couour (batcb). AAaual aubacription 
fa •• for interactive II •• are available upoa 
raquaat. Coat .atiaate. for indl~idual ov.r-
tbe-coUDter requ •• ca &lao ar. avallabl. upon 
requa.c. 
ror info ... Uon DO inter.cti ... ubacrib.r u •• 
or over-tbe-c:ouacar 1Dfol'llAcloa raqu •• t •• rv~ce •• 
pl .... call or wrlt.: 
Calva V. DuBrock, Coordinator 
1' .. 0.,.1 .. 01& 1lab and Vlllllifa Dat. II ... 
PeIlo.ylvania C_a Coaaiaa1oo 
P.O. lox 1567 
Ilarriaburl,'A 17105-1567 
Te1.phone (717) 787-6400 
FISH AND 
WILDLIFE 
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APPENDIX F: TREES, SHRUBS.AND HERBS ATTRACTIVE TO WILDLIFE l 
Trees and Bushes 
Acer species (Maple). Trees that provide seeds for many birds such 
as the finches and grosbeaks; twigs, seeds, and bark for mammals 
such as squirrels, chipmunks, and beavers; and twigs and leaves for 
deer, elk, and moose. 
Celtis (Hackberry). A shrub or tree which may grow to 50 feet. 
Orange-to-purple fruit appears in September-October. Popular with 
cedar waxwing, yellow-bellied sapsucker, robin, and mockingbird. 
Comlls (Dogwood). Seventeen different species in the United States 
appear in variable forms from small to large shrubs and small trees. 
Leaves are strongly veined, with a red-to-bronze color in the fall; 
flowers are white-to-yellow and appear April-June. Fruits bunched 
or clustered are red, blue, or white, appearing in August;...February; 
appreciated by wood ducks, grouse, cardinals, evening grosbeaks, 
robins, thrushes, vireos, cedar waxwings, and cottontail rabbits. 
Cratneglls species (Hawthorn). A small-domed tree with pale-green 
toothed leaves. Abundant clustered white flowers bloom in May-
June; a very persistent orange-to-red fruit comes in October-March. It 
is a favored nesting site for many birds because of the thorny dense 
branches that provide cover. Fruits are used mainly by fox sparrows 
and cedar waxwings. 
Elnl'l1gllus nllgllsti{olia (Russian olive).· A large shrub to small tree. It is 
an introduced species established in dry alkaline soils in the West. 
Small yellowish-white flowers appear in June-July and silvery-
yellow-to-pink fruits are around September-February. The fruit is fa-
vored by C\'ening grosbeaks, cedar waxwings, and robins. 
Elaenglllls 1I11l1Jellnta (Autumn olive). A large spreading shrub with 
gray-green leaves; fragrant small yellowish-white flowers bloom 
May-July; abundant red fruits appear September-December. It pro-
vides food for many songbirds, especially the cedar waxwing, robin, 
and evening grosbeak. 
Ill.'x species (Holly). Comes in variable forms from upright rounded 
shrubs to small- and medium-sized trees. It has dark green leaves, 
evergreen or deciduous. Both male and female are needed to insure 
fruit, which is bright red, black, or yellow and very persistent; fruits 
in September-May. Many songbirds such .as the thrush, 
mockingbird, robin, bluebird, catbird, and thrasher enjoy the fruit. 
1 . 
Gottehrer 197B) 
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Juniperus (Cedar; juniper) .. A medium-sized evergreen with dense 
blue-green-to-green leaves with small dusty-blue berrylike cones are 
in fruit September-May. Living up to its name, the cedar waxwing 
enjoys the fruit, as do other birds such as purple finches and gros-
beaks. Robins, song sparrows, chipping sparrows, and mockingbirds 
use cedars for nesting, while juncos, myrtle warblers, sparrows, and 
other birds use the tree for roosting cover. 
Lonicera tatarica (Tartarian honeysuckle). A large shrub growing be-
tween 5 and 15 feet, with pink-to-yellow-white blooms that blossom 
May-June and yellow-to-red fruits that appear July-September. It is 
used by 18 species of birds. 
MaIllS species (Crabapple). Small-to-medium-sized trees with showy 
white-to-pink blossoms that appear April-May; red, orange, or yellow 
fruits that are around from September to as late as April. The fruits are 
eaten by pheasants, cedar waxwings, purple finches, rabbits, and red 
fox. 
Pinus species (Pine). Ranks near the top of the list of trees important 
to wildlife. Pine seeds constitute more than two-thirds of the diet of 
three birds-the red crossbill, the Oarke nutcracker, and the white-
headed woodpecker. The trees produce food for a long list of birds 
and mammals, shelter and nesting sites for many game and 
songbirds, and are favored roosting sites for migrating robins. 
Prunus species (Wild cherry). Ranges in size from shrubs to large 
trees. Wild black cherry occasionally reaches 100 feet. Choke cherry, 
pin cherry, and bitter cherry also appeal to wildlife. Small fine-
toothed leaves turn yellow in fall; showy white flowers in bloom 
April-June. Small bright red-to-black fruits vary in their appearance 
with the species, generally June-November. Songbirds that cat the 
fruit include catbird, crow, flicker, grosbeak, kingbird, robin, starling, 
thrasher, thrush, and cedar waxwing. The fruit also attracts raccoons, 
rabbits, fox, and chipmunks. 
PyracalltlzQ (Firethorn). A medium-to-large shrub with white blooms 
that appear in June and showy, orange-to-red fruits that appear 
September-March. Catbirds, mockingbirds, and purple finches will 
eat the firethorn fruit. 
Qllercus species (Oak). Grows as tall as 125 feet and produces the 
acorns known for being so small yet growing trees so tall. The tree 
also stands tall in its importance 10 wildlife--perhaps the most impor-
tant of all. Acorns are a nutritiOlls and abundant food used by more 
game and songbirds and furry, game, and small mammals than any 
other. 
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Rhus species (Sumac). Low-to-tall interestingly shaped shrubs with 
greenish flower spikes in bloom June-July; red-hairy conical fruit 
clusters are around September-May; provides an important source of 
food when other more desirable sources have disappeared. It is fa-
vored by a wide variety of game and songbirds, as well as rabbits and 
deer. 
Rubus species (Blackberries; raspberries; dewberries). Shrubs that 
may reach as high as 15 feet; white clustered flowers that bloom 
April-August; provide rose, purple, or black fruit June-September. 
More than 100 species of birds use these berries for food, as well as 
many small animals. The plants also provide effective cover and nest-
ing sites for some birds. 
Sambucus species (Elderberry). Tall shrubs with flat white flower 
clusters in bloom May-July; followed by red-to-purple fruits. 
Sorous (Mountain-ash). A medium-to-large tree; flat white flower 
clusters appear May-June; bright red-to-orange berry clusters in fruit 
August-March. The fruits are favored by some grouse, grosbt'aks, 
and cedar waxwings. 
Toxiccde1ldron (Poison ivy; poison oak). Plants nobody cares to have 
around, but they provide winter fruits for catbirds, chickadees, flick-
ers, sapsuckers, thrushes, and woodpeckers. In spite of their irritat-
ing ways, they do provide some benefit for wildlife. 
Vacc1llillm species (Blueberries). Large shrubs with greenish or 
pink-white bell-shaped flowers in bloom May-June; provide tasty 
blue-black berry June-September. The berries are among the most 
important summer and early fall foods for grouse, scarlet tanagers, 
bluebirds, and catbirds; also favored by chipmunks, mice, and some 
deer. 
Viburnum trilobum (American cranberry bush). A tall upright shrub; 
showy white, flat clusters of flowers in bloom May-June; glossy scar-
let clusters of fruit appear September-May. Fruits are eaten by game 
and songbirds. . 
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Weeds and Herbs 
AmarantTllIs (Pigweed). Loves the rich soil around barns and pig-
pens. It produces a prodigious amount of seeds; in one instance 
nearly 130,000 seeds were counted from one plant. An important 
source of food for many songbirds such as the snow bunting, Law-
rence's goldfinch, junco, lark, and several varieties of sparrows. All 
this despite the low opinion in which many people hold this weed. 
Ambrosia species (Ragweed). Among the first weeds to creep into a 
field where ground has been broken. Most people haven't a good 
word for them-except for those who know their value to wildlife. 
Game birds such as the bobwhite quail and Hungarian partridge as 
well as songbirds such as the red-winged blackbird, easter goldfinch, 
junco, and a large number of .different sparrows benefit from the 
enormous number of seeds rich in oil that ragweed provides over the 
winter. . 
Carcx (Sedge). Grows in all parts of the country, mostly in the moist 
soils found in bogs, marshes, and meadows. Seeds are favored by 
rails, grouse, swamp, tree, and Lincoln sparrows, snow buntings, 
and larkspurs. It is also a valuable cover plant used by nesting ducks. 
ClII?llOl70dilllll (Goosefoot). A group of common weeds covered with 
a white floury coating that provides seeds, especially late in the year, 
for many different kinds of songbirds such as the snow bunting, 
junco, common redpoll, and sparrow. 
Erodilllll (Filaree). Found abundantly in California and other states· 
west of the Rockies, but rather sparsely in the East. In .addition to 
being valuable forage for livestock, western varieties of quail, finches, 
and sparrows eat the seeds. Gophers, ground squirrels, and certain 
rodents are attracted to the seeds and foliage. 
He/iallITllIs (Sunflower). Has a large showy flower so filled with 
seeds that are nutritious and appetizing to songbirds that the chances 
are great the birds will get to the seeds before they can be harvested 
for human consumption. Many songbirds, game birds, and a few ro-
dents are attracted by sunflowers. 
Palliaml (Panic grass). Widely distributed across the United States. 
It forms an important source of food for some ducks and geese, as 
well as game birds such as the ground dove and the bobwhite quail, 
and songbirds such as the red-winged blackbird, cowbird, smith 
larkspur, and several kinds of sparrows. 
POlygOlllllll (Knotweed). Found in practically every part of the United 
States, although in different habitats. Some grow in hard-packed 
earth found in yards and alongside roads. Others grow alongside 
fences and field borders. Finches, larks, longspurs, and sparrows eat 
their seeds, as do chipmunks and ground squirrels. 
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Setaria species (Bristle grass). One of the most important weeds in 
the country because it is so widely distributed. It occurs in fields of 
grain. corn. and clover as well as other open fields where the ground 
has been broken. Game birds such as the mourning dove. Hungarian 
pheasant. and bobwhite favor the seeds. as do songbirds such as the 
red-winged blackbird. bobolink, painted bunting. cardinal. cowbird, 
bickcissel. horned lark. and many different varieties of sparrows. Also 
favored by b'Tound squirrels. 
Sid/aria media (Chickweed). A low plant used for food by a very long 
list of birds. It flowers in the late winter and produces seed in early 
spring. Chickweed produces a large number of minute seeds. 
\ 
